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OIL STOVE EXPLODES
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The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken Tenn Territory
Volume Twenty-Five

Two people burned to death
in a flash fire in Highlands at
tin o'clock Wednesday morning
at the home of Lee Stratton, located on Fourth Avenue
Dead were Lee Stratton, appioxinlately 46, an invalid who
had been confined to his bed
for months, and his mother,
Mrs. Jane Perkins. age 68.
The fire is believed to have
been caused by an exploding oil
cooking stove, and the small
frame house was quickly envelThe City Council of South
oped in flames and burned to
Fulton
met in regular meetmother
the
the ground, trapping
arid son inside They were the ing Tuesday night, in addionly two occupants of the tion to routine business, a
house, and had lived there the report was made by Mayor
past 13 years.
('ounce a n d Councilmen
and
-. Robert Stratten., son
Roy
Hugh Barnes ,and
brother of the two deceased
sessions atwas applying roof covering to Adams of the
the building at the time of the tended in Nashville and
tragedy. his first inkling that Jackson by Tennessee Road
something was wrong was in Improvement
Association,
hearing his mother scream and wherein v% ape. means and
si emit flames burst from all future development of arpart' of the building at once.
terial highways and city
He immediately ran to the home
or a neighbor and called the streets were discussed in
Fulton Fire Department. which conjunction with the pendhad to lay about 1400 feet of ing road programs now behose to reach the building
fore the United States ConFis St W onesscs to reach the grew
scene were Sonny Puckett and
A report was made and
Stanley Jones, who noticed the
smoke and thought a barn was a discussion had by the
on fire When they arrived they members of the Council constated that they were unable to
even get close to a doer of the
house, so intense was the tire.
Survivor % of Mrs. Perkins include Robert Stratton. Fulton, a
son. Clara Copeland. Riceville,
and Beulah McClain, St Louis,
Funeral
arrangedaughters
ments are incomplete as the
News west to press
Commission; Says
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South Fulton Council BREAKDOWN RETAIL SALES IN FULTON CO. Grocery Stores Top
Retail Sales Figure
Discusses Plan For
For Fu/ton County
VA Power For City

GROUP SEEKS TO
COMPEL RAILROAD
TO KEEP TRAINS
West Kentucky
Would Be Isolated

The Kentucky Railroad Commission sought an injunction of
the Franklin Circuit Court to
comoel the Illinois Central Railroad Company to continue operation of the only two daily
trains now operating between
Louisville and Paducah, though
the Company complains it is
losing money on its passenger
operations of more than $210,000
:a year.
The !notice, for a mandatory
fee been doing a lot of hop' iraunction raises the point that
ping around this week on one the loss in passenger service, if
.allaillnment and then another, any. is offset in large measure
that somehow I didn't get by, increases in freight rates
around to writing that "good" which have been granted the
column, . .the one I'm always carriers by both the Interstate
Commerce Commission and tho
planning to write.
So please excuse this abbrev- Railroad Commission on interiated form this week I do want state and intrastate business, reto thank my good friend H. C. spectively.
Much of the freight rate inKilgore for being so nit, to
bring me a load of wood after crease that has been granted ions
he read my hair-raising exper- hi-en obtained because of the
ience about the railroad track. loss of passenger business, the
Mrs. Virgil King also called and petition alloyed.
"The people of this area are
offered some wood. hut Sara
Johnson probably had the best erititled to reasonable service,
and discordinuance of these
idea of all . .
Said she "Jo, rm going to give trains would completely cut off
you,an axe so you can to to the a vast area of Kentucky from
passenger service altogether,"
woods and chop some wood. .
the petition filed by Assistant
away from all tate hazards."
Attorney General M. B. HobBelow you will see a photo of field. related "It is a reasonable
railroading Jo, accepting some order which the Railroad Comof the fire wood that Mr Kil- mission entered requiring congore gave me. Thanks again, tinuance of this service, especif -en Kilgore, you will probably ally in view of the 'fact that
be the real reason why not only freight rates were increased to
my life, but the lives of two compensate for passenger operfine children will be safe from ation losses."
here on out.
But just a little more about
Agent To Be Here
the experience. LaVerne Terry.
B. D. Nisbet, a Contact
Alexander
and
Hazel Representative of the KenNora
Seruggs kidded me a lot about tucky Disabled Ex-Service
it at the fashion show at Hickman Wednesday. Hazel couldn't Men's Board, will be prebelieve that the story was true. sent on Friday, Feb. 17th
Hones' injun. Hazel, that is a at the American Legion
true story. I thank you for your Home in Fulton to assist
doubts, however, it makes me veterans and their depenthink that maybe I'm not as dents with claims for benedumb as I really am. . Least
fits due them as a result of
ways maybe You don't think I
their military service. He
am.
See you next week. . . .with will be present from 9:00
A. M. until 3:00 P. M.
more column, I hope.

-jottings from

Jo's

Note Book

H

I

•

H. C. Kilgore hands News Editor Jo Westpheling a
few pieces of wood from the load he delivered out
to oUr house in the Highlands. (See Notebook)
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Kind-of-Business Group

Stores

Total Sales

(Number)

(Dollar)

Food stores
54
3,882,000
Eating, drinking places
25
602,000
General merchandise group
14
971,000
Apparel, accessories stores
13
505,000
Furn., home furnishings, app!.
8
432,000
cerning the possible sale of Automotive group
14
2,350,000
bonds, such as is being done Gasoline service stations
25
967,000
in Ridgely and Dyersburg, Lumber, bldg. mat Is., hdvv., farm equipment
where a referendum is call14
1,071,000
ed for the citizens to vote Drug stores, proprietary stores
6
371,000
on the issuance of bonds Other retail stores
23
1,271,000
for industrial purposes. In Nonstore retailers
9
140,000
such instances, is was pointed out, that the bonds -are
of a revenue nature and
would be retired or paid for
by the rent from the industrial building that would
be constructed with the money received for the bonds
and no tax raise would be
involved.
Local Dentist
Smith Atkins To
The Council indicated a
Outlines
Program
Be Assisted By
very favorable impression
For Muck 15-22
Prominent Ladies
as to this type of bond referendum and expressed the
Appointment of W
Smith
general opinion that such a
Atkins. Fulton, as 1956 Heart
move is necessary for the
Fund drive chairman for that
city during the annual camcontinued progress and orpaign which lasts through Febderly development of our
ruary. has been announced by
City. It was indicated from
Robert H. Allphin. Frankfort,
reports to members of the
State campaign chairman. Mr.
Council from information of
Atkins will be assisted by Miss
the Industrial representaMarjorie Holder, Fulton, as
tives that such bond referpublicity chairman and Mrs.
David Homra, Fulton, who will
endum should call for an isserve as Heart Sunday chairsuance not to exceed three
man.
hundred thousand dollars
Kentucky's 1956 Heart Fund
($300,000.00).
goal is $225,000, Allphin an-

DR. DANNY BAIRD STATE CHAIRMAN
NAMED TO„HEAD - APPOINTS LEADERS
RED (ROSS DRIVI FOR HEART FUND

"Sizsging Professor"
Of Martin To Sing
Favorite Numbers

Retail food sales amounted to were lumber,. building materi$3,882,000 and automotive sales als, hardware and farm equipand maintenance (nut service ment stores with a combined
stations) amounted to $2,350,000 sales volume of $1,071,000. Other
of the total retail sales volume retail outlets, grouped together,
of $12,562,000 for Fulton County which include milk dealers, ofIca 1954 The report revealed fice supplies, novelty stores, etc.
that there are more food stores afnounted to $1,271,000.
(54) than any other retail outSignificant in the report is
lets in Fulton County, with that furniture and wearing apservice stations and restaurants parel stores amounted to less
trailing behind in second place than a million dollars of comfor 25 outlets each.
bined sales with eight furniture
Retail sales in Fucton County stores totaling $432,000 in. sales
were up 4.3 per cent over sales and 13 wearing apparel stores
in 1948 although there were 31 totalling $505,000.
less retail outlets in 1954 than
Payrolls for all retail outlets,
there were in 1948 Coming in employing 448 persons totalled
for large shares of the total re- only $857,000. (See editorial on
tail sales volume in the county,Page 2.)
(Complete break-down of 're.
tail sales figures and the number of stores in each group is
published herewith.)

WARREN FAILS TO
APPLY AS ATTORNEY
AIR(RASH KILLS
FOR CITY OF RJLICIN
HICKMAN CITIZEN
Council Passes
Ordinance Setting
IN IRAQ STORM
soliciUp New Pay Scale

(Continued on page five)

NUNN WILL
DELIGHT AUDIENCE
AT CUB BANQUET

Fulton Countians like to eat. They also like to buy and
maintain automobiles.
These two categories — food and automotive -- topped the 1954 retail sales figures for Fulton County, according to a report recently released to the Fulton County
News by the Department of Commerce in Washington.

DR. RAM)

nounced. "Heart Sunday," the
two-hour, house to house
which
tation
climaxes
the
month-long drive will be conducted in most Kentucky counts on February 26.
Allphin:s announcement called attention to the sponsorship
by the Kentucky 'Heart Association, its local chapters and
committees of a year-around
program of research, health ad:
minion and community serelee.
The program, he said "spearheads the fight against the nation's number one killer and
crippler, heart disease."

Dr I). M. Baird local dentist,
has been named Illitaairlaion of
the- 1956 Fund CaMpaign for the
Fulton Red Cross Chapter. At
a recent meeting wih chapter
Those little boys in blue. . . . chairman, T. J. Kramer, Jr., Dr.
the Cub Scouts . .are all ready Baird outlined his program and
for that one big event of the tentatively set March 15 through
ROPER AT MEETING
year. the annual Blue and Gold March 22 as the date for the
Lawson Roper, assistant postbe.nquet to be held tonight Fund Drive here in the Fulton
master here, attended a meeting
(Thursday) at 6.30 p. m. in the al e&
Dr. asird, a popular member of -the executive committee of
basement of the First Methodist
Church. The den mothers, the of the professional set of Fulton the National Association of Postpack Committee and Cubmaster is secretary of the Methodist al Supervisors, Kentucky Branch
Nelson Tripp have left no stone Mens Club and a member of the at Kenlake Hotel Sunday. The
unturned to make this the big- Lion's Club. He has participated 1956 convention was set for
gest and' best event ever held in many civic and cultural pro- May 12-13 at Kenlake Hotel. A
jects and his appointment as large delegation from all over
for the eager little Cubs.
Highlighting
the
program local Red Cross chairman bids the state is expected to attend.
this year will be the return ap- 'well to make this year's drive Mr. Roper is First-Vice-Presi(Continued on page five)
dent of the Kentucky Branch.
pearance of Prof. A. P. Nunn,
of Martin, who will delight the
audience with several favorite
numbers, which Prof. Nunn
does so well.
Jim Anderson. scout executive
from Paducah will be a special
guest and Rev. H. E. Russell,
pastor of the Methodist Church
will deliver fate principal address. John Burrow will ask the
The Courier-Journal Washington Bureau
blessing and Vyron Mitcneil. Jr
Washington, Feb. 6.—In spite of the announcement by
will welcome the guests. Title
response will be made by James former Representative Joe B. Bates that he will seek
Pharis. Dens One and Nine will the Democratic senatorial nomination, 'Representative
conduct opening flag ceremony. Noble J. Gregory today declined to --elose the door on
An enjoyable feature of the himself as a possible candidate
against Senator Earle C.
program will be musical numbers by a group of Cub Scouts, Clements.
who will take the audience on
"Of course Joe Bates and I are including Bates, had no expeca "Musical Tour of the States." not going to run against each tation he would undertake a
Merit badges will be awarded other," Gregory said, "but since statewide primary contest with
and a ceremony. "graduating" I never have said 1 intended to Clements. But so long as the
five Webelos into Scouting will run, I see no reason I should say chance remained that Gregory
be held. About 300 persons are now that I am not going to be a might claim the privilege, it
gave the Governor some respite
expected to attend. Cubmaster candidate."
from other claimants.
Tripp will serve as master of
Gregory and Bates have been House Race Called Easier
cc monies. Mrs. Tripp will closely associated since 1948,
It can be assumed that Bates
le
re guests in group singing. when they were drawn together
by the bond of opposition to checked with Gregory about his
before
announcing
Clements, whom ,they had help- intentions
-FM To Air
- his determination to be a Sened elect Governor In 1947.
ate candidate.
Obion Tournament
Had Been 'Umbrella'
Washington friends of Bates
seize
the
failure
to
Gregory's
The Obion County Basketball
tournament, beginning tonight opportunity to support Bates' have argued with him that it
would be simpler for him to
(Thursday) at Obion, Tennessee senatorial candidacy could be
as evidence the come back to the House, his
will be carried in full every ii.terpreted
proposed
FM. Lou Chandler Administration still path greased by the
night over
redistricting bill, even though
Wrather, sta n manager, an- hopes it can induce Bates to go
nounced toda..
back to his old seat in the House the newest draft puts him in the
Seventh District with RepresenTwo games will be broadcast and give, up his ambition to detative Carl D. Perkins, than it
every night for nine days, con- feat Clements.
Senate race.
Until Bates, against the wishes would to make the
cluding with the finals SaturThe pay for each office is the
political
Chandler'
cloy night, Feb. 18th. Game of Governor
straight salary
advisers, insisted on opposing same, $22,500
time each night is 7:30.
$2,500 "expense," which is
Of special interest to Fulton Clements, Gregory had been and
-free.
area fans is the fact that unde- serving as' an. "umbrella" for the tax
But Bates has replied he has
feated South Fulton, ranked No. State Administration to protect
1 in West Tennessee, will be It from numerous hopefuls whaaja.aolemn obligation to the voters
striving to. preserve its perfect felt they have the chance to of his home section to defeat
Clements personally.
season record. South Fulton run against Clements.
drew a bye in the first round
As long as Gregory did not Say He Made Promise
"I made a promise to the peoand its first game will be on publicly declare himself out of
Feb. 15.
the race, Chandler could put plc I used to represent in the
The following week WFUL- aspirants aside by reminding House," Bates said to those urgFM will carry the play-by-play them that the congressman from mg him to give up the Senate
action in the district tourna- Mayfied had first claim on his race, "that if they would vote
(Continued on Page rive)
ment from South Fulton gym. support. Gregory's close friends,

Gregory Keeping
ace Door Open

War/ increases -is some de-

=Charles Travis

partments, establishment of vaWas In Middle
cation and sick leave schedules
East
On Businias
for employees, and a -new salary
A 48-year-old civil engineer
arrangement for the city attorney were among the items of from Hickman died yesterday
business attended to at the reg- in the crash of a small airplane
ular monthly meeting of the in the rugged mountains of Iraq.
Killed instantly when the,
4P411t.o0 City Council N Meaday
Mgt& Abolishing the 30% com- craft plunged to the ground (lurmission on fines over $25, which ing a blinding sandstorm was
has been in effect for the past Charles French Travis, chief of
two years, the Council set up a a $550,000,000 Iraq Valley recflat salary basis of $225 a month, lamation project for a New
plus a $5 fee on all fines col- York engineering firm.
lected up to and including $25.
Two other men—a man on
Only one application was re- Travis' staff and the plane's
ceived for the position of City pilot— also died in the crash.
Travis
had
chartered
the
Attorney, and that one, submitted by James Warren, was later plane for a flight over some of
withdrawn. At the present tune the land involved in the big
the City of Fulton is without avoject. The pilot apparently
the services of a full time attor- lost his hearings in the raging
ney. Mr. Warren, who has held sandstorm.
the post for more than ten years
The bodies were found in a
did not seek re-appointment.
short time and carried to Beirut.
The salary arrangements for Travis' body, which will be sent
a city attorney reflects a re- home on a ship, is expected to
vision of the ordinance passed 2 arrive in Hickman in about
years ago, which stipulated that three weeks.
the attorney was to receive a
Travis was Middle East manflat salary of $110 a month, plus ager for the firm of McCarthy,
30 per cent commission on all Abets, Tippett and Lidicker.
fines exceeding $25, plus $5 flat The firm is one of the largest
fee on each case prosecuted and global engineering companies in
on which the fine was collected. the world.
The present arrangement only
Travis had headed other proeliminates the 30 percent com- jects for the concern in Turkey.
mission arrangement.
Greece and Israel.
It was pointed out that last
Son of Mrs. Charles B. Travis
year the flat fee of $5 per case of Hickman, Travis was born
(Continued on Page Five )..a.
.Continued on Page the)

WILLINGHAM TO BE
HONORED IN FARM
FORESTRY AWARDS
Certificate Given
For Program To
Improve Woodlands
J. A. Willingham of Route 3,
Fulton, Ky. is one of ten Kentuckiana farmers who will receive recognition in the Tom
Wallitee Farm Forestry Awards.
He wall be given an honorable
mention certificate for his outstanding forestry program to
improve and protect his farm
woodlands.
The competition, open to all
farmers in Kentucky and Southearl Indiana, is sponsored by
The Courier' - Journal, The
Louisville Tim, WHAS and
WHAS-TV. It is named in honor
of the editor-emeritus of The
Times, an active conservationist.
Top winner of $200 is Qsa L.
Tucker, Rt. 2, Osgood, Ind., and
second place of $150, Ben Seng.
Route 2, Dubois, Ind.
Everett Tackett, of Landsaw,
Ky., who effected the greatest
progress ori his woodland during the contest year, will be
awarded the $150 improvement
prize.

_
Gordon Baird To Head
Easter Seal Campaign

Gordon Baird -of Fulton will
head the 1956 Easter Seal campaign in Fulton County. it was
announced today. Mr. Baird was
also chairman in 1955.
Talton K Stone, state chairman, said the drive will open
March 10 A week la aar, 400,000
Easter Seal letters will he mailed to Kentucky residents, asking
for contributions to continue the
work of the Kentucky Society
for Crippled Children.
Ninety per cent of-Easter Seal
Funds stay in Kentucky. The
rest, slightly, under 10 per cent,
goes for national services in
a new research program.

iiArrs EAT!'
At the regular meeting of the
Junior Woman's Club held Tuesday night at the club the members voted to have a spaghetti
supper at an early date. The
time and date of the event will
be announced in the News and
MORE MONEY!
Both Houses of the General
Assembly have passed and sent
to the Governor a bill to increase the pay of boards of
equalization members in fifth
and sixth clans cities from $2 to
$5 a day. The bill was sponsored
by Rep. Jack Johnson, Democrat, Clinton.

...
Retail Sales Figures From Commerce Department
Show Urgent Need For More And Larger Payrolls
A story on the front page of today's
News should make every businessman
in,Fulton County sit up and take notice. It rev,eals some startling facts
about our • local economy, and in a
way these facts are indeed distressing. Why distressing? Look at the
facts. We believe that for the fact
that the Illinois Central Railroad maintains its terminal here, if it were not
for the large payroll of the Seigel
factory here, and for the monies spent
in the county from agricultural pursuits, this county would indeed be
something of a "ghost area."
If Fulton County depended solely
on the payroll monies of retail establishments totalling only $857,000 annually, there scarcely would be a city
the size of Fulton or Hickman in the
county. What is more even this .amount would be reduced to an almost
infinitesimal figure because, without
the monies spent here by these industries retail stores would not need the
number of employees they have, they
could not sell the consumer goods
that they do, nor could they hope to
maintain the up-to-date establishments they do.
Study the figures we have presentto you as sent us by the Department
of Commerce in Washington. Its a
revealing story ... a story that should
bring forth some studied and serious
action on the part of Mr. Retailer,
not only to procure more permanent
payrolls here, but to do everything

possible to maintain the ones that we
have.
The figures that have us most interested are the ones that reveal that
205 retail establishments employed
448 people and have a total payroll
of much less than a million dollars . .
$857,000, to be exact. The figures reveal too that 31 retail firms that were
in existence in this county in 1948 are
no longer in business today.
The Commerce Department advises us that although there was a decrease in the number of retail outlets
in the county that actually there was
a 4.3 per cent increase in sales volume.
This they said was brought about by
an increase in the number of milk
dealers, (small dairies) with annual
. rid $2500, which
sales between $50_(_).a
they pointed out are important to the
county.
The entire report brings us to ask
ourselves an important guestion:
"Where do we go from here?"
What has happened to our Chamber of Commerce? What has happened to our Retail Merchants group?
What effort is being made to maintain the status- quo of our economy?
In this day of fierce competition among communities to increase the
boundaries and the scope of their
economies it is not only good business,
but a grave necessity that Fulton start
the new year with renewed vigor to
maintain what it already has for its
own survival.

Wayne Freeman Showed Courage In Voting Against
Repeal Of Tax On Keeneland Race Horse Gambling
We are sure that it is no secret to
you that Wayne Freeman has not been
one of our favorite law-makers. We
have taken issue with him on many
occasions and often vociferously castigated his actions, or lack of action,
where Fulton County is oncerned.
That is not to say however that we
'categorically disagree with Mr. Freeman on everything he does. As a matter of fact we'd like to _praise him often, if he gave us the opportunity to
do so. The other day Mr. Freeman
gave us an opportunity to pat him on
the back and to admire him for his
courage in voting against the repeal
of the Keeneland race track tax.
In spite of the intimidation he said
he received from the Chandler Administration, Freeman voted against the
repeal of the pari-mutuel tax on racehorse betting. Repeal of the tax is
bad legislation and benefits only those
persons who bet on the races. We
cannot see why Governor Chandler
was so eager to please the gambling
element, when he turns his back on
the tobacco farmers by failing to endorse repeal of the tax on cigarettes.
We say we cannot understand Mr.
Chandler's interest in gamblers - - but

we really do!
Senator Freeman voted against the
repeal as did Senator Shelby McCallum of Benton. Then what happened?
In action that would make Hitler look
like a piker, both Mrs. and Mrs. McCallum find themselves fired from the
jobs they held With the State Government. The Senators said they were
warned that this would happen if they
voted against the repeal and it brings
a question to our. mind . . wherefore
comes this word "reprisal" . . . from
Frankfort, Germany or Frankfort,
Ky.
Senators Freeman and McCallum
saw the repeal of the Keeneland tax
on betting as a pay-off to the Fayette
County gamblers who undoubtedly
did a little "horse-trading" during the
campaign last year. Obviously their
horse won the race and this repeal of
the tax is their manner of collecting
their "bets" on the right horse . . . .
without a tax.
The entire miserable manuever is
a mess and its encouraging to see two
West Kentucky Senators shy away
from legislation that surely was hatched in a stable.

Good Newspapers Print MI The News - Regardless
The publisher of a southern Illinois
county-seat weekly newspaper was
recently fined $300 and costs for
drunken driving and had his driver's
license revoked for one year. He ran
the story on Page 1 of his newspaper.
The publication of the Illinois Press
Association, in reporting the above
facts, doubts that any readers will
henceforth prevail upon the publisher to keep their names out of the
paper.
During the time it takes to read
this editorial some editor somewhere
is trying to explain to some distraught

Abraham Lincoln

A Man With A Bible

HIS LONG, thin legs kept the rocking chair from moving very much.
His hands held tightly to the book in
front of him; his face was that of a
thinking man: Abraham Lincoln was
reading his Bible.
Suddenly a man appeared and Lincoln looked up. It was his old friend
Joshua Speedy, and the President began to greet him. But Speedy spoke
first, glancing quickly at the Bible.
"I AM GLAD to see you are profitably engaged," the visitor said aar- -
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parent or wife or husband why he has
to use the story that they don't want
published. The chances are that his
explanation isn't understood.
There is no business like newspaper work. Editors for generations have
earned the trust of their readers by
printing what they know to be news.
Sometimes they would rather not use
a story, but every editor knows that
he has no choice. To suppress a news
story is not only a matter of cheieit
his readers but it is a slap at the pro.fession which he has chosen asais
life's work.

castically. Lincoln's face darkened for
a moment, but he answered simply,
"Yes, I am profitably engaged."
Speedy spoke again, "Well, if you
have recovered from your scepticism,
I am sorry to say that I have not."
Lincoln looked_at him thoughtfully
and then said, "You are wrong,
Speedy. Take on reason alone all of
this book that you can and take the
rest on faith, and you will live and
die a happier and better man."
SOME PEOPLE have always misunderstood the religious side of Abraham Lincoln. Joshua Speedy was
but one of the many who were surprised to learn that Abraham Lincoln
was deeply religious. In fact, some
have even gone as far as to deny the
-religious element in Lincoln's character.
In 1846 Lincoln first ran for political office in Illinois. His opponents
charged, as some do even today, that
he was an open scoffer at relikion.
Lincoln answered with a signed statement: "I have never denied the truth
do not think
of the Scriptures. . .
I could myself be brought to support
a man for office whom I knew to be

WINSTON REVEALS
NAMES OF HONOR
PUPILS AT SCHOOL

•

STRICTLY BUSINESS

s

kicf"tfer•

K. M. Winston, Principal of
Fulton High School announces
the honor roll for the Third Six
Week period, it is as follows:

Sealers

Billy Morris, Frank Sublette,
.L.net Allen, Molly Willey, Nell
Holland, Betty Gregory, Diane
Bennett, Melinda Powell, Shel•
by Davis.
Juniors
George Burnette, Jean Cole,
Wanda Sons, Becky Edwards,
Norma Owen, Elwanda Lawson.
Sophomores
Ken Winston, Coy Matheny,
Robert White, Diane Wright,
Gloria Hinton, Virginia Page,
Susan McDaniels, Pat Greengrass, Ella Doyle, Sue Moore,
Patsy Grooms, Marion Blackstone, Anne Fall, Judy Browning, Sandra Bowen

Freshmen
Glenn Ray Bradley, Phillip
Huddleston,
Jeffress, Charles
Ruth Louise Butts. Susan Bus-

"I have a forceful personality, too—I married

Kentucky

H L Milstead is the name of
the gent that broiaght me those
old copies of the NEWS about
which I wrote a coupe of weeks
ago Lives on Green Street here
in Fulton Much obliged, sat
Understand that TV is playing hob with local theatrical
business this winter. . . .to the
extent that one house has already abbreviated Its, schedule
on account of too many empty
seats. Even so, a lot of theatre
men claim that after the first
year or two are over, the old
crowds drift back to again view
snow - free, life - like theatre
screens when good movies are
shown. Looks like the monkey
I' on Hollywood's back to quit
dishing out the junk and provide honest, interesting entertainment for tour bits.
The local Chamber of Commerce office has been closed up
and without a secretary for
these past six weeks and
strangely enough, the ommission doesn't seem to have been
missed. We have heard little
comment on the situation and
it's honestly a sad state of atliars when such a civic stalwart
has performed so little that it
can close up and not be noticed
Even so, a committee is presently preparing a scrapbook on
1955 civic progresses to enter
the State competition.
Puckett, Jones & Company
have decided to delay the trend opening - with - open -house
celebration out at the new Park
Terrace Motel until the restaurant is open for business, probably a few more weeks. Swanky
restaurant will match the rest
of the modern surroundings,
and will come complete with a
big view of Fulton from the hilltop. All in all it's a pretty layout.
— -*When you're in this business
of-catering to the tourist you
are often caught with unexpectsituations
ed. and unforseen
that are quite apart from ice
storms, floods and other causes
tot suddenly restricting traveL
In Louisville last week we were
tillting to a tourist promotion
dilin who is in charge of a whole
tourist development,
regional
and in reviewing business for
last year, discovered that about
September or so the toui-ist
travel took an unhealthy nosedive in his area. "But," we told
him, "last year was regarded as
the best year in the nation's
economic history: greatest per
capita income; etc., etc. How can
yott account for, the sudden
drop?"
His answer was quite simple
and to the point: "Eisenhower's
heart attack."
When that news reached the
nation, many people suddenly
thought they had better stay
close to home and to their busi-

MODERN VINEGAR USES
As a household helper vineusefUl for removing
gar is
stains on
sinks, metal, rugs,
clolthinig, ,or even on your
hands. It is efficient in removing strong odors from your pots
and pans and is helpful in soak.
tog away burned foods that
stick to these same pans. Try
adding a little vinegar to youi
dishwwater or window-washina
eficiency

Row ChristianScience Fleas
"THE SPIRITUAL EDUCATION OF CHILDREN"
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WHY WORRY

Windage

By P. K.

Fr ekidie liarper, Itog,r
Donald Ray, Mary A:
licnnett, Jeanie Davis
Students making all A's
Janet Allen, Diane Bennett,
Seniors; Ella Doyle, Robert
White, Ken Winston, Susan McDaniels, Sophomores, Ruth
Louise Butts, Glenn Ray Brad
Icy, Charles Huddleston, Ft-est
die Harper, Freshmen.
(Note.) The requirement le:
the honor .roll is for the student
to be making all A's or B's.
t

He'll come clean
with plenty of

fhb"
ness, and cut out the extra
travel that they mh4ht have
otherwise planned in this re,
gion.
That's what 1 d call keeping
an uncomfortably sensitive finger on the pulse of the nation.
--Local musicians are having a
lot of fun these days getting
their first taste of recording for
radio, out at the WFUL studios
In Fulton. . . .and after a few
of tile tetfle.:•:al wrinkles are
ironed out, bid fair to produce
some good work for broadcast
use.
The studio used for making
recordings is rather small for a
nine - piece orchestra. 'resulting
in some instruments being a
little too loud or too soft, and it
is going to take more experimentation before they produce
the tailored kind of music that
you hear on commercial records
But we will say this, though
. . . .we believe that we have
the musicians here who can do
the job. . . .and WM, thus is
developing a certain amount of
"home" music that no other
station its' size in this area can
provide.
Recording sessions thus far
have been held in the evening
after the station is oft the air.
In two sessions Nancy Adams
has been featured in three vocal
numbers and the band in a
docieland version of "Muskrat
liamble- for the fourth.
Be looking and listening for
more. . . .there's more to come.

II

HOT WATER
SEE
800

16.

Frank Sellars, a milk produce! who lives in Tennessee near
Fulton, started milking his cows
and selling cream 40 years ago,
and thirty years ago bought a
milking machine that is in excellent condition and is in daily
use on his farm. An article about
Mr. Sellars appeared on the
front page of the January issue
of the area Pet Milk Company
Magazine; Mr. Seilars sells to
Pet.
Old timer: A man who can remember when the height of
juvenile delinquency was to go
out behind the barn and smoke
cornsilk..
-- "You say you want a divorce
on the grounds that your husband is careless about his appearance?" the lawyer asked his
l!ent.
"That's right. He hasn't shown
up in more than two years."
What most girls want is an
irresistible perfume that won't
get them into trouble.

Have constant service
for comfort and cleanliness

041

with an

CITY
408
nothing like a
There's
good warm shower or
bath in the winter! Even
the-youngster& like cleanup time when there's
plenty of hot water. Buy
an electric water heater
to meet your many needs.
It's part of making your
home comfortable and
healpful—in winter and
all the time. See your
dealer soon!

Prosecutor:- "Now tell the jury
the truth, Madam. Why did you
shoot your husband with a bow
and arrow?"
Defendant: "I didn't want to
wake the children."

water
heater
•

Support Factory Project
WIRE FOR MODERN lIVING

an open enemy of religion."
THE CALM STRENGTH of Abraham Lincoln's character has always been impressive. He is always pictured as
the pillar of strength, our calm and confident leader.
The source of Abraham Lincoln's characteristic calm
was his humility before God. This man who went to his
room and prayed during the fearsome battle of Gettysburg knew his limitations.
SHORTLY BEFORE the outbreak of the Civil War Lin'coin told a friend, -'-'1.-see Ithe storm coming. If God has
a place for me—and I think he has—! believe! am ready.
I am nothing. But truth is everything. I know I ant right,
for Christ teaches that injustice and slavery are wrong;
and Christ is God."
Abraham Lincoln was a great man whose greatness- lay
especially in his deep faith. It was his trust in God that
lay beneath his courageous deeds that recalls him to
mind each year as one of the greatest V• Americans.

If your horn* lorlis 140volt wir.

Obil

0

In tor this and other major oppliant's, your doolier con advise
you on plant for its installation.
Our offic• will be glad to offer
',commendati ons on any wiring
thong*, or additions you desire,

tt•

Be modern...
heat water
electrically

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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'SUCCESSFUL HOMEMAKING 1
by Marie Holland
Home Demonstrator Kentucky

Va.*

Utilities

tuir eice

No longer is every Monday of
the entire year set aside for
washing the family clothing and
household
With . the
modern home laundry appliance
the homemaker launders any
day and any time it suits her
convenience.
By using an automatic home
laundry equipment will save
enough time for the homemakter in a single year to provide
her with a 17 day vacation.
Today we believe in using Our
modern inventions to save en-

eigy and time for more worthwhile .activities. The automatic
washer and automatic dryer
revolutionized home
have
laundering. In addition to the
fact that the homemaker spends
more time when using the conventonal washer, she is on her
feet every minute, lifting heavy
wet clothes as she puts them
through the wringer and rinses
them. With the operator giving
her entire uninterrupted attention it usually takes around
40 minutes to wash 8 or 9
pounds of.clothes in a wringer
type washer. The time required
for them to supervise each load
is less
Dr. H. W.Connaughtaa in an automatic washer
than five minutes.
Basing a week's washing of
Veterinary Sarvic•
stavn loads on these figures, it
javould require a homemaker to
807-K
'Spend 4 as hours at her washer
type
se _ ben using a wringerminutes
or CALL 70
washer and about 35
tiraduate Vetertnartaa
when using an automatic washoeated on Martin Fulton . er.
With the right know - how,
ay
almost anything that is washable can be washed in an automatic washer. Different fabrics

Vaitea

With JIM PRYOR
Ark•herel Apost, illieeis cannot Itedlessil
TAKE SOIL SAMPLES NOW
1 am urging farmers to -take
samples of fields to be tested
during month of February. This
is one job that we can get out of
the way and at the sametime be
of some help to the laboratory
that does the work for us. Take
samples from all fields and
specify just what these fields
will be growing in 1956. Following recommendations given you
and with an sample supply of
moisture, our fields will be as
good as we expect them to be.
Don't Overgraze Green Fields
Farmers will have the urge to
over pasture their grain crops
during the warm weather this
spring. It is all right to allow
livestock on such fields a few
hours each day, provided the
grain is not too short. Cattle
and sheep will chip it close
to the ground
and
practices such as these should be
avoided. When the soil is spongy
with moisture, you should keep
all livestock off of your fields.
GRAZE FESCUE

1000 GAL. TUIL

700

GAL. FUEL

WHICH TANK WILL YOU USE!
SEE US and use the smaller . . . .

and save that

SOO gallons I

-

FULTON INSULATION COMPANY
Telephone 557

Fulton, Ky.

You don't have to look this
hard to see why Parisian
Laundry is tope in Laundry
and Cleaning! Just phone 14.

exclusive at

CITY DRUG STORE
408 LAKE STREET
•

for that big show
of affection

kftwaat

tiction potential in the land.
With .the Nation's farm plant
now geared to produce ample
supplies of most major foods
there is no need 'for any increase in the acreages of the
important grains and cultivated field crops. But there is an
opportunity in 1956, the Chairman points out, to use the ACP
to strengten our soil reserves by
increasing the acreage of cover
,.arid green manure crops, pasture and hayland, and to increase the stores of nitrogen,
phosphate, calcium and potash
and other' elements, where
needed for plant growth. The
county office is open every day
except Saturday and Sunday to
help farmers with their AgriNineteen jackets were awardcultural Conservation Program ed to outstanding members of
plans for the coming year.
4 - H clubs in Boyle county.

Final Date Announced
For Cottor, Allotments
S. E. Holly, office manager
for Fulton County ASC„ stated
today that the. final, date for
n.aking application for a 1956
New Grower Cotton Allotment
was Feb.-15, 1956.
The main eligibility factorsare (I) the applicant must not
be interested in an old cotton
farm. An old cotton farm is one
that now has an allotment established for it. (2) He must
be the owner or the operator
and live on the farm and be
largely dependent on inconu
from this farm for his livelihoraf
For further information ani;
an application blank please contact your county ASC office.
Support Factory Project

CAREFUL PRUNING
OF TREES TOPIC
OF CAYCE LADIES
The Cayce Homemakers Club
met Jan. 26, in the home of Mrs.
Parnell Garrigan. Mrs. Lyle
Shuck, vice president, presided
in the absence of the president.
Mrs. W. B. Sowell gave the
devotional and read the thought
for the month. Roll call was
answered as each one thought
to herself "What is my wish for
the New Year?" Two visitors
were present, Mrs. J. E. Logan
and Mrs. Lora Owens.
Mrs. Sowell gave the report
of the Advisory Council meeting
and also explained the purpose
of the Extension Advisory Committee. Mrs McLeod discussed
hcw this committee will be
made up and what the duties of
it will he.
It was voted for the club to
send a donation to the National
Polio Fund.
Mrs. J. P. Wilson gave the
landscape lesson on pruning
trees. It was brought out how
little pruning is necessary and
never prune the tops of trees.
She said to always keep in mind
and plant the kind of tree that

REG.28,ETHYL 30.9

PIPELINE
No. 1 Law St.
Phone MSS

No. 2 Medea&
Phi.. 111

24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE — WE NEVER CLOSE

Top Value
Today:.
Top Resale
Tomorrow!

A series of farm meetings has
beCn scheduled
for Graves
County, February .13 through
24.
The purpose of these. meetings is to acquaint those intererted in dairying with the newest, and most efficient methods
of cutting cost of production and
Mcreasing dairy income
by
teking advantage of labor saving ideas in feeding and management of cows.
As an example specific local
cases will be presented showing
how local farmers have cut
labor in half and at the same
time increased production thereby showing a larger net profit
with less effort on -the farmers
part
The program will be presented in the ._form of colored pictures both 'movie and still shots.
Also a colored entertainment
movie will be shown. Everyone
is hunted to attend these meetings
— held by Jim Pryor, Agricuture Agent, ICRR and the Pet
Milk fieldman.
Following is a schedule for
colors, types of soil,'water conditions and temperature, other
washing aids, and the particular
washer make up the recipes.
Water is the most important
ingredient in the washing recipe. Soft or softened water
should be a must.. If water is
hard, a mechanical water conditioner hard water, then only
a synthetic detergent should be
used. Soap is satisfactory only
in soft or softened water. Hard
water soap causes a sticky curd
that spots and yellows clothes.
The size of the load can make
for good or poor results. Overloading so that the clothes cannot move freely through the
water means that soil cannot be
removed satisfactorily.

Thursday February 9, 1956

will grow to be the right size
for the space available. The
Citizenship report was given by
Mrs. J. W. McGaugh. Interesting
fi,cts about United Nations were
given.
The major project, on recreation, was given by Mrs. Sowell
and Mrs. McGaugh. They discussed the six age groups, and
their characteristics, and what
type of recreation they each
need. An interesting statement
was given "What you are when
YOU teach 65 yre is exactly
what you were at 35 yr!. except
more so."
Games were played and songs
sung, and then the club adjourned to meet Febraury 23rd
at 10:30 A.M. with Mrs. J. P.
Wilson.

LATEST RECORDS

For 1916. try Oldsmobile! For here'. the gray-new Rocket that protects your
pocket from nos until "trade-in- time . .. and with features that forecast the
future Icmiay! There'. otimning Startire .4!.ling on a super-smooth Safety-Ride
Chassi....
lllll
touch 111 the ultra-smart "Intagrille Bumper."
iii the smartly -tailored, superbly-harmonized interior decor.
hind. there'. a new lift in power ... from an action-packed Rocket T-350
Engine. A hat's more. only in Oldsmobile is tlie-amtaalineas of Jetaway Hydra.
Nlati• yours to command. So, if you pride yourself on an eye for value, try
this Bullet Engine Oldsmobile ... here and now!
*.s....ard .n-I5. mo4.1.; *primal am ewe cow we pwU Foodol•

APIE0 411141-1- 1-041EIBIE

7eutivtai
Iticlet I 350 Act401

Now Safety is. Chaos'

Ilytta 100UC*
Smoothness'

Trtne %otter lastrum•rd

Stinoniet New 51arilre
Strossl

Fla,,a•my older

New 'InIntille know'

1,(11

Design!

on 1,r11 kitilflerS1

:asasearsealiamisalaininallitimit•
nesaimatitsas,, ,

tab
THE MATT*,

Better than words .. a Hassell Stover "Heart"
tells her you love her! Beautiful red foil heart
packed with a pound of deliciou.s Assorted
Chocolates . . . $1.85

cx,Q7C,c3sda,
c);.•Ocx-/C6

up %fain in

It's time to sign •
Conservation
the Agricultural
Program, says M. 0. Champion,
Chairman of the Fulton County
ASC Committee. Farmers of
Fulton •County have an opportunity again to cooperate with
the farmers of other counties
and states in strengthening the
Nation by improving the country's ability to produce food and
fiber.
Farmers who plan on carrying out a conservation practice
prior to June 30th should make
hi: request for cost share immediately. The initial sign op
period began February 1st and
ends April 15th. After that-time
requests will be considered subject to available funds. The program will be reopened July 1st
for fall practices.
The 1956' Program is open to
any farmer of Fulton County
who wopld like to use the ACP
to help him conserve the soil
on his farm and improve the
productivity of kis land • should
contact his local ASC commit,
teemati or call'at the county
SC office located at. Hickman,
Kentucky.
Farmers who cooperate in the
1E56 ACP will be helping to
build up the Nation's soil resui ves, says Mr. Champion. Not
only win they be protecting
the Nation's soil and water resources' against erosion and
waste, but they will be building
into the soil a resistance to erosion as well as storing up prod-

The Fulton News

It is safe to graze fields that
are well sodded with Fescue. neetings in Graves County•
Fancy Farm School
This is one grass that will withFebruary 13 7 00 PM
stand such treatrnent at this
Pryorsburg (Colored )
season of the year. Be on the look
February 14 - 7 00 PM
out however, for any clover
Farmington School
that begins to show signs of
February 15 - 700 PM
growth and do not allow liveSedalia School
stock to overgraze where it is
February 16
7 00 P.M.
growing.
Hardeman School
February 17
7:00 P.M.
FERTII.IZE PASTURES
Cuba School
Many farmers are of the opFebruary 20
7:00 P.M.
inion that it is too costly to go
Melber School
to the expense and trouble of
February 21
7-00 P.M
fertilizing pastures. but I doubt
Hickory (Colored)
if there is any crop grown on
Nmv••••••
February 22 7:00 P.M. ••••••.00...
your farm that will respond to
Symsonia School
good treatment more than will
February 23 7:00 PM
a good pasture. Many farmers in
Hickory School
Leading tamped tA repulse, SO
the first place row a pasture to
February 24 7:00 P.M. gees, Hillbilly,
Rhythm SIMI
• rest the land" when actually
Sirniliar programs have been
land is hard at work if it is prod- scheduled for all FFA chapters
CITY ELECTRIC
ucing a good pasture
Added in the county at their regular
Comasseretal
Phone 461
plant food pays big dividends class periods
when applied at the proper time
•
and at rates of application which
will release enough plant materials -for maximum plant growth.
If your farm is well stocked with
livestock numbers, I recommend
that you use maximum recommendations in fertiluing your
pastures.

valentine hearts
other "Hearts" 75c to $6.50 . . gleaming
Many
foils, beautiful red or pink satins with
red
Gower corsages.

COUNTY FARMERS MAY COOPERATE
WITH NATION IN ACP PROGRAM

AUTOMATIC
.
4 • WASHER
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VISIT THE "ROCKET ROOM'. . AT YOUR OLDSMOBILE DEALER'S I
I.iR. Peer".I
14sytas dna,

Low down rayment1111 •"`t els•
and Easy Terms
BEDINETT ELECTRIC
117 Male

KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY, 210 E. STATE LINE
PHONE 1005

fatten
— HOLLYWOOD ON PACIADII OLDSMOBILE INISSINTS Tat ST AR -STUDDS° "ACADEMY AWARDS NOMINATIONS" SHOW • PIS. 1

• ON 1411C-TVI

s•S
Delbert -Mulcahy, Delbert Earl
and Ronnie. Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Mulcahy, Mr. and Mrs. John
McBee, Mr. and Mrs. James Allen, Mr. and Mrs. George Bodkin and David. Mr. and Mrs.
Lester B. Merryman, Mr. and
Mrs, W. D. -Ruddle and daughMrs. Eldred
ters, Mr. , and
Choate and daughters, Mr. and
—Around Fulton—
Mrs. John Worley and Nina,
Mrs. Daisy Thompson, Mr_ and
The News writes social happenings about you and
Mrs. Miller'ffarpole, Mrs. J. N.
McNeilly, Mr. and Mrs. Delton
your friends.
Bone.
Mr. and Mrs. Dulon Adkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Ward Adkins, Mr.
Everyone's spirits are out of COLD STORAGE today and
Mrs. W. B. Eaves, Mr. and
- - what with the good old SUN shining so brightly . . Mrs. J. D. Simpson, Mr. and
fact
that
a
a walk out onto the terraces discloses the
Mrs. Guy Heithcock, Mr. and
tulip or two - - - or a hyacinth - - - have DARED to peek Mrs. Ray Tucker, Joyce Lynn,
through the soil - - - and we shudder for-fear that they and Betty Jane, Mr. and Mrs.
have been a little TOO daring as we recall their fate of G. H. Butterworth, Mrs. W. H.
Mr. an Mrs. Don Campbell, of Charlevoix. Michi... but it helps to lift us out of the doldrums Purcell, Mr. and Mrs. Clint
LAST year.
gan
take time out from their visiting schedule to
and
Mrs.
E.
L.
Thompson,
Mr.
the
Terry McDaniel was six years old last Friday and
that seem to take command of this season during
"sit"
for news photographer. (See Diary.)
Jonelle Wallace, Mr.
Merryman,
her mother entertained her with lovely .birthday
year. Comparable to the warmth that comes with a sunny and Mrs. Jim Oliver, Mr. and
party at the Country Club. More than forty young
day is the warmth that kindles old friendships when a Mrs. Sidney Carver, Mr. and
lads and lassies shared Terry's happy day. Shown
former resident comes home for a visit
Mrs. Wilmer Wallace, Mr. and
•
here with her are (I. to-r.) Rusty Russell, Kirk VoMrs. John Clayton and Judith,
- Late Sunday afternoon the ways been good friends of the Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Barclay, Mr.
well, Judy Kay Burnette, Terry and Cordelia
the
included
on
were
honorte,
Diarist joined the host of friends
Mrs. Stanley Stinnett, Mr.
and
guests
Out-of-town
of the Graham family who were guest list.
and Mrs. Boyce Heithcock, Mrs.
streaming in and out of the were Mrs. H. L: Newton, Mrs. Jewell Stinnett, Mr. and Mrs
spacious Third Street home to Chester Caldwell of Union City 011ie Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
welcome Mildred Graham Camp- and Mrs. Lonnie McCorkle of Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Reed
bell and to meet her interesting Obion:
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Binford
husband, Don, of Charlevoix,
and Diane, Bro. and Mrs. J. F.
Michigan. Mildred and Don, you
Galen Varden was home from McMinn and Paul, Mr. and Mrs.
know, were married on Dec. 25 Memphis State last week and Charlie Noles and Donnie.
was
the
in Charlevoix, and this
with him came his good friend
first opportunity for Don to and fraternity brother (Kenna
We can imagine how Nancy
meet all of his newly-acquired Alpha), Joe—Wall of Elaine,
All Churches Of
South Fulton
relatives, "in-laws" and friends. Ark. The boys stayed here with Bushart must have felt Tuesday
This nice gentleman was an in- Galen's parents, Laverne and afternoon when her mother.
Fulton
) District
Girl
To
Compete
stant hit with all. We were most Grady Varden at their home on Maree, gave her a surprise party
To Be Included
In State Contest
impressed when Don said, "This Pearl Street, from Thursday un- to celebrate her 14th birthday.
is just the nicest town and the til Saturday—then they headed When Nancy arrived home after
of
Tomans
11,.niemaker
for a leadership
finest people I've ever met."
toward Joe's home in Arkansas school she was greeted by
nvorrow has been named-! Nina training school in corporafrom
wishes
Birthday"
"Happy
It is a tradition in the Gra- where they visited until Sunday
Kay
Thomas has earned tang all Methodist churches
hzm family that when an occa- —then back to the "grind" at about 20 of her girl friends. At
through competitive examina5 o'clock they were invited into
"Mother came home for a visit," and everybody was
sion arises for entertainment— school. .
tion the honor of representing -of the Fulton Sub-district
the dining room where they
happy at the Milton Calliham home. Taking the
the whole family lends a helpSouth
Fulton High School in were laid at a meeting held
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Davis had were served a delicious supper
ink, hand.
visitor
out
for
luncheon
the
visitor,
J.
H.
McMrs.
statewide
"judging tor $1,500 and at ,the Fulton church Sunan enjoyable trip the past week- from the table decorated with
Vean, (tenter) is shown here with her daughter
$500 scholarships, it was an- day' afternoon.
the Valentine motif. Then Nanend.
They
drove
down
to
MemThe lovely affair Sunday was
nounced by General Mills, sponRuth Calliham left and Mary Louise Warren, right.
Mrs. M. W. Haws, who
cy opened all of her presents.
given by the two Graham sisters phis for a visit with the T. K. Then, to make the evening comsor of %his home appreciation will act as dean of the
Everyone
in
Fulton
re(and their husbands) Ruth Mad- Russells.
program. A quarter million school, presided
plete, the whole gang "took off"
over the
young women throushout the
dox and Frances Roper, and members the delightful Russells for that game of all games,* the
meeting.
spent
several
years
in
our
*hien
was
attendDixon,
assisted
by
were
they
netron participated
Fulton versus South Fulton based by 24 ministers and layGraham, Nelle Graham, 'Freya city while T. K. was Superin- ketball game! The friends of
-.Miss
Thomas
will
aim)
be
eliGraham and Mildred's child- tendent of Dining Car Service Nancy who attended the party
gible tsi compete for a $5,000 na- men from ten Methodist
hood friend, Nelle Owen Exum. for the Illinois Central. The trip were Martha Herring, Patsy
tional scholarship award to be churches in this sub-district.
served
a
dual
purpose
tor
the
And let us NOT forget to menn.ade to the All - American 'The school will be held
Fall, Chan Covington, Judy BurDavises
as
sister,
they
met
Joe's
tion those two dainty cherubs—
liemernaker of Tomorrow.
ton, Jeanne Burnette, Lynn and
March„ 11-15, and will inJen Ruth Browder and Ann Ray Thelma •(Mrs. Gervaise) Russell, Susan Bushart, Eugenia Harris,
She demonstrated her knowl- clude three. courses. The
Maddox, the youngest of- the who "planed in" to Memphis Patsy Smith, Susan McDade,
edge . and- attitude by receiving_ purpol‘e of the classes is to
families, who stood by the Val- from Oklahoma City. Mrs. Rus- Saundra Latham. Carol Mcthr Furthest score for her school give aid to those already
refreshment sell will visit with the Davises Neilly, Eva Jo Reams, Carol
entine decorated
in a written exiuninstion which
table looking like the real live foi a few weeks.
Sch,pol and
Neely, Sonja Babs, Judy Harri•
as given graduating senior teaching
they
are.
Valentines that
new teachers.
Su,
Holloway
and
son,
'Lynn
girls 4n---it2of- the nation's-- tu c
Margaret Homra entertained
zanne Johnson. (The Diarist
public private and parochial Outstanding speakers have
About la attended The °Pen her bridge -club -on- Thursday wishes you many more happy
high
schools. Her test paper will been obtained to lead each
evening
at
her
home
on
Norman
House between the hours of 3
birthday, Miss Nancy!)
be entered in competition with of the courses.
and 5. Out of town guests in- Street. Ruby Boyd Poe held the
178 school winners in this
One course is for parents
cluded Mr. and Mrs. George high score for the games and
aLa te.
Rachel Hunter Williams servand present and prospective
Emerson, Mr. and Mrs. David Josephine Omar was low. The
The girl selected state `Home- officers and teachers of the
Graham and Billy Milner from hostess served a delightful par- ed as hostess for her mother,
maker of Tomorrow will receive children's division
Clinton and Mrs. H. L. Newton ty plate to her guests. Those Mrs. A. G. Baldridge, when she
of the
who
attended
were Helen King, entertained the Tuesday aftera SI SOO scholarship and • trip
of Union City.
in April with her school advisor Church School; the second
Everybody received a warm welcome at the WoThe Campbells will stay in Andy DeMyer, Martha Mahan, noon bridge club at the Baldto Washington. colonial Wil- is for youths 15 through 23
Fulton until Friday, then they Margaret Cantrell, Eunice Mit- ridge home on Fourth Street.
man's Club last Friday afternoon and members of
chell,
Kathy
Jones,
Ruby
good
Boyd
Unusually
There's
an
hrunsburg, Va., and Philadel- years of age and for previsit
will leave for an extended
the hospitality committee were pleased with their
news angle to this item because
phia where the national winner sent and prospective adult
Lawndale, Calif. They will and Josephine.
work.
Shown
Mrs.
here
are
Gilson
Latta,
Mrs.
Arch
Rachel was pinch-hitting for
will be selected from the state workers with youth: the
stop in Albuquerque, N. M. to
Iluddleston, Miss Mary Martin and Mrs. J. R, Hogan.
Martha Leneave entertained her mother who was confined
winners.
visit with a cousin of Mildred's,
—third is for all other memEach state runner-uo will reRuth Bugg Howard and Harold, her bridge club on Thursday to a local hospital. (You may near Milburn and the Harts business session
bers of the church.
night
at
her
home
on
BaldMrs.
Cleveland rest assured that
ceive a $500 scholarship
who formerly lived in Fulton.
The
program
for
the
meeting
were
brought
back
to
Fulton
Speaking briefly at Sunto
Ave.
Two
tables
of
"young ma- ridge was there in absentia).
Other parties planned for the
'.e as arranged by Miss Mary
d a y 's planning meeting
popular couple were a dinner trons" belong to this club and For "come the rains and leaden recover from their injuries.
Martin. chairman of the pro- beautifully decorated Valentine were Mrs.
Haws, Rev. H.
party at the Derby Cafe given they get together twice each 81031r—the Tuesday-- Club will
gram committee. Co-chairman tea table with Miss Martin
month
for
games
and
-talk."
this
pleasant
meet
and
enjoy
Russell, pastor of the host
Treva,
Nelle
and
RobBetty
Harper
was
honored
by Ray
Leonard
Allen.
Four
is
Mrs.
pouring.
The
mantel
and
presiMary Louise Warren was a guest pastime as they have for many
ert Graham on Monday night.
with a surprise dinner at the girls, voice students of Mrs. M. dent's table also held Valentine church. Re‘'. R. L. Dotson,
at the club and displayed the years.
_
Derby Cafe Thursday evening W. Haws, presented two delight- flowers and candle arrange- Jr., pastor of the South Fulfine
art
of
bridge
playing
by
high
score
for
Winner
of
the
Nelle Exum was hostess at
at 8 o'clock. Several of her ful numbers which were much ments.
ton Circuit and enrollment
her home on Second Street taking away the high Fcore for the games was Mrs. Clint Reeds friends from the telephone corn- enjoyed by the audience—
Hospitaity
Committee
!Tern- secretary for the school and
the
evening.
Elizabeth
Burrow
received
Mrs.
Wilmon
Boyd
and
Tuesday night complimenting
-patsy were responsible for the "Jeannie With the Light Brown bv rs serving as hostesses were
Mildred Campbell with a lovely won the Bridge-Bingo prize. a guest prize. Rachel served a enjoyable affair. Betty left the Hair" and "The Big Brown Mrs Ira Little, chairman. Mrs. Rev. Charles 0. Frey of
During
the
evening
Martha delicious frozen salad plate and telephone company that day for
Water Valley, financial secdessert party. Nelle was assisted
Bear." -The girls taking part Gilson Latta, Mrs. James Hogan,
served
refreshments to her hot tea.
retary. L y her mother, Mrs. J. J. Owen
a leave ,)( -absence—so—the were Mollie Wiley, Janet Allen, Mrs. Hendon Wright
guests.
Those who attended were
Those playing were Mrs. R. C. party was just a way for the
who poured coffee; from the
Mrs. Has served cake
Melinda Powell and Susan McDecoration chairman was Mrs.
beautifully decorated table Martha Putnam, Laverne Var- Pickering, Mrs. Sarah Meacham, "girls" to give her a lovely gift Daniel. They were accompanied Ray Graham, assisted by Mrs. and coffee to the 24 attendwhich held as its centerpiece a den, Lucy Daniel, Louella Wig- Mrs. Ben Evans, Mrs. L 0. Car- and to tell her that they will by Mrs. ,Haws.
ing, assisted by Mrs. Stella
Boy Latta and Mrs. Wright.
large milk glass bowl filled gins, Elizabeth Rice and Mildred ter., Mrs. Clint Reeds, Mrs. Ves- miss her while she is off duty.
James Allen Wiliingham, sub,
Yates and Mrs Jessie HarBugg.
Freeman,
Mrs.
Guy
Gingles
ta
with red carnations. Laverne
Those who attended were: Mrs. stituting
scheduled
for
the
Alfalfa plantings will be in- ris.
and Mrs. Wilmon Boyd.
Varden also assisted the hostess
Harper. Hazel Clark, Marion speaker who was ill, gave a
creased in Henry county, reMr. and Mrs. Charles Mulcahy
in serving.
Lee Oliver, Wanda McClanahan,
Support the Heart Fund
James and Elizabeth Ann Anita Sue Allen, Eunice Seath, most interesting and instructive gardless of the soilbank plan
Thirty ladies, who • have al- were honored with a wedding
.telk_on_the White, House Confershower last Tuesday night at (Roper) Hart and their two
June - lifeKirineY,once on Education which tie
the home of Mr. and Mrs. little girls, Rebecca Ann and
Jean Winner Bobbie Brown, attended
last -year. Mr. WillingCharlie Noles. Mrs. Mulcahy is Susan have returned to their
Mary
Frances
-Roberts,
Frances ham said that tie did not believe
the former Frances Daugherty home in Indianapolis, Ind. after
Cursev, Heleic Campbell, Caro- _much_ federal aid would be
of Owensboro, Ky. Hostesses an extended visit with her par- lyn
Mann, Dorothy Young Kra fortheomirg in the near future,
P H 0 E 12
for the deightful occasion were ents, Lawson and Frances Roper
Joyce McDade.
and that in his opinion it would
Mrs. Noles, Mrs. George Bodkin, on West Street. Everyone is
be op to the individual states to
Mrs.
Guy
Heithcock
and
have
comMrs.
that
the
Harts
happy
SATURDAY
FRIDAY &
The Fulten Woman's Club help themselves. He made the
Ray Tucker. The young couple pletely recovered from an autoBig Double Feature !
received many nice gifts. After mobile accident that occurred on held its regular monthly meet- point that' the Kentucky ConstiTo our many friends and customers, we
the club home. tution and certain laws made
an evening of entertaTrunent the their return home after having -ing Friday at.
HE WRVE 413TOPY 14 CU14S001(E 1
hostesses served lovely refresh- spent the Christmas holidays Mrs. Arch Huddleston,. Presi- this very difficult in our state.
would like to express oUr thanks for the wonFollowing the program a dements. Those attending and with the Ropers. The accident dent, assisted by Mrs. Frank
sending gifts were: Mr. and Mrs. occurred on the Fulgharn road Brady, conducted the routine licious tea was served from a
derful business you have given us in the past
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NINA KAY THOMAS MRS. HAWS NAMED
NAMED HOMEMAKER DEAN Of METHODIST
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DEAR RAIDS.

ROBERT TAYLOR
BILLY THE KID

ALSO-Color Cartoon !

* D
(C

is pleased to announce
IT'S NEW DISPLAY LOT IN
SOUTH FULTON
for the new 1956

• Guaranteed to hold 1000 lbs. weight
*Heavy metal legs

• Rubberized feet

* Rubber non-skid top
* A REGULAR $2.50 Value!
SPECIAL
This weekend
ONLY

99c

SPECIAL
This weekend
ONLY

BENNETT ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO.
Masonic Bldg.

Walnut St.

DODGE AND PLYMOUTH CARS
AND GMC TRUCKS
located next door to the South Fulton City
hall. We also have first class used cars and
trucks.
FOR THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN

"SEE JACK"
McCANN MOTORS
Authorized DodgezPlymouth-GMC dealers
Union City, Tenn.
South First Street,

two years, making it possible for us to buy
full interest in the Quality Cleaners.
We love the nice people of Fulton and its
surrounding area, and are glad to be able to
call you our friends, and Fulton our home
town.

•

%Mu

Wort
161
ionet

We hope to serve you for years to come.

Hour
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Earl and Lucille Phillips
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QUALITY CLEANERS
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• Dr. Baird
(Continued from page ins)
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Dr. Baird stated that _ the
quota is set at $2,051 this year.
This is slightly. higher thanstbe
quota last year because of the
ir.creased amount of aid given
to disaster stricken areas in the
nation.
Flood damage has been _extremely great these past few
months and every communitY
in the nation has been asked to
contribute more Many Fulton
residents have always given
generously of their time and
money in the past and this year
more money arid more workere
are needed to fulfill our part
in 'the tremendous work of the
American Red Cross.
Dr. Baird will release his list
of volunteer workers and their
t a later date.

• Air-Crash
wasnonea trans rage User
and reared there. He was grad-

uated from a military academy

and from University of Kentuc-

ky He received his degree in
engineering from New York
University.
After Rettmg his degree he
worked in S ,utli America for
the Knappen Co. also an engineering firui Then he joined
thv staff of McCarthy, Abett,
Tippett and Lidicker.
!)siting World War II, Travis,
who entered the Army Corps of
Engineers as a captain and was
discharged as a colonel, helped
supervise amphibious landings
in North Africa. Normandy and
Italy
Other surviyors are tha: widow. Mrs
Mozelle Travis: a
daughter. Melinda. 8: two brothers. Robert of Kevil and Mason of South Dakota. and three
aunts. Helen Tyler of Hickman,
Emma Tyler and Mrs
Bess • James Warren
Brooker of Alexandria, Va
(Continued frogs page one)
Miss Tyler V1 as pit-paring to amounted to $1020 Total salary
lease Tuesday night for a visit paid the city attorney last year
amounted to $3,916 63.
with the Travis family.
City Clerk Martha Smith, who
efficiently tends the financial
HAPPY IIIRTHLA fl affairs
of the city, was given an
Happy birthday Feb 7 Don increase in salary from $215 a
Wright. Mildred White'. James ▪ onth to $250 a month.
C. Morelock: Feb
Mrs WinOther salary increases were
frey Shepard, D. D. Legg, Mrs. given to:
Ann Wh itnel, Dona Hastings.
Office clerks trom $165 to
Mrs J W. Baker; Feb 9 Mrs. $175
a month; fire chief from
Emma
Mann; Mrs
Carey
to $250 a month: water
Frields; Feb. 10. Raymond $225
works engineer from $215 to
• -Bowles,-Mrs- AV+11- Moore; -Feb.II: Patsy Holder, Mrs. Eunice $250 a month; garbage foreman
Robinson, Leland Jewell. J. A. from $215 to $22-5 a month:
maintenance

foreman from $215
Peuitt; Feb. 12: Winfrey Shep- to
$226 a month; gas superinard. T. F. Morelock: Feb. 13: tendent
Sarah Ann Demi, Billy Russell. month. from $225 to $130 a

A schedule of vacation pay
and sick leave was set up so
that an employee may earn, according to his work days, paid
vacation and paid time for sickness and time off The schedule
is patterned after the system
employed by large corporations.
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* &Rah Fulton
(('ontinued from Page 011e)
A discuiltion was had relative to the steps and procedures leading to the construction of a system for the
distribution of T. V. A. electricity, upon the expiration
of the Kentucky' Utilities
franchise in the next few
months. This proposal had,
also the unaminous approval of the Council And it
was thought a bond referendum would finance this,
with no tag raise, the bonds
to be liaid for by revenues
from the consumers, with a
considerable saving to consumers,as is the result, such
as in Union City and other
nearby cities served by T.
V. A.
Plans are being formulated for group and city
wide discussions of the necessity of the city for the
construction of an Industrial Building, after the
bonds have been sold and
a suitable site acquired by
the city. It wag hoped that
all citizens would consider
the entire matter and :(ter
the advantages and benefits resulting to the community were shown, then
there would be favorable
and enthuiasitc approval of
such bond referendum.
The Councilmen voted
for the 1956 car stickers to
go on sale now and the car
stickers expiration date to
be April 1, 1956. The meeting adjourned at 9:45 P. M.

trIta World's Finest Bourbon,
Since 1795

HOSPITAL NEWS

The following were patients
In the local hospitals Wednesmorning:
$465 day
Haws Hospital Mrs Homer
Zopf, Dukedom: Mrs. Rubin
4/5 Qt. Gordon. A. T Conley. Fulton;
J. It Satterfield. Water Valley.
Si95
Mrs. Tremon Rickman, Dukedom; Ezell
Johnson, Jewel
Mrs Eva Cochran, J. F.
Pint 'Greer,
Lucy, Mrs. James Ilaygood, Rt
$149 5. James Robert Brown, Mrs A
W. Green, Mrs. J. C. Reese, Rt
2, all of Fulton; Mrs. W. (El
1/2 Pint Chambers,
Rt. 3, Martin.
Jones Hospital: Mrs. Ernest
Brady. Donna Hastings, Mrs.
Leon Faulkner and baby, Mrs.
James Vinson, Mrs. Rufus Kimberlin, all of Fulton; Horace
TRW-Dukedom.
Fulton Hospital:.____41_ Lusk,
Cayce, Clarence Bugg, Fulton;
Mrs. E. Smiley, Columbus; Mrs.
Ednall Alexander, CrutchBeld:
Lewis Hornsby, Hickman; Mrs.
P. N. Carlin, Hickman; Joe
Jones, Columbus; John Brock,
Martin; Mrs. Joe McAlister and
baby, Fulton, Moulton Gambill,
Union City; Mrs. Walter Shulp,
Fullors; Mrs.-X.-M. Griffin, Martin, Rt. 3; Mrs. James Turnbow
and baby, Fulton; Aristra Laffon, Water Valley; Mrs. J. R.
Pruitt; Sr., W. P. Sheehan, Rt.
4, Fulton; Mrs. Junior Pooley,
Crutchfield; Mrs. J. H. Bruit,
Union City; Luther Pickens,
Water Valley; Charles Bailey,
Fulton: Mrs. J. B. Norman,
.Water Valley, B. B. Stevenson,
Fulton; W. L. Spicer, Water
Valley; Mrs. W C. Hawks, Mrs.
A M. Shaw. Mrs. Margaret Fry,
Mrs. Ella Brashers, Rt. 2, Shirley Hathcock, Rt. 5, Mrs. Lucian
Browder, all of Fulton.

Worthy of Your Trust for
161 Years... Beam old fashioned Kentucky Straight
Bourbon Whiskey is distilled
and aged under a formula
passed on from generation to
generation for over 161 years.
Only Beam tastes like Beaus
...only Beam tastes in good.
JIM REAM - 90 PROOF
IENTUCKY STRAIGHT GOMM WINSEPI
IAMES II SIAM DISTILLING CO.,MUNK In

WARINNER

NAMED STAR

Paul Warinner. ,son of Senator and Mrs. E P. Warinner,
Albany, made the third team
All-Sea-Service football squad
as, tackle, according to Earl
Ruby, writing in the Louisville
Courier Journal. The team- is
made up of members of theU.S.
Navy and Marines.- throughout
the world. Most of the men
chosen are , former All-Americans in college. Warinner starred at K.M.I. and later at Cen-

tre CoIllege, which he will reenter upon discharge. .

tr. 1951.
Supported by Gregory, Bates
was on the verge of announcing
as a candidate for governor in
early February, 1951. A day or
so before he was to make his
plans known, Bates and Gregory
got a message from Chandler
by
asking for delay.
- Martha Weaks
The Major - League baseballclub owners had set a meeting
Howdy! We are. just 443 for March 12 at which they were
proud to be here! I know to decide whether to fire or reyou're saying, "Why" that tain Candler as commissioner.
sounds like Minnie Pearl." Chandler wanted Bates to withhold announcement of his candiWe have another Minnie dacy
because, if the owners dis-

SOUTH FULTON
SCHOOL NEWS

Pearl alias Doris Harris in
our school. The Junior class
sponsored a Variety Show
last Friday afternoon with
the benefits going to Polio.
I didn't know we had 80
much talent in our high
school.
We had another Southern
Assemblies Program Monday afternoon featuring
Leo Gasca and his friend
Mike. These
preformers
showed their fine skill in
juggling and acrobatics.
The Sophmore and Junior classes took part of Tuesday off and went to Martin, Tennessee to see the
movie "Julius Caesar.
"
A while back the Sophmore class sold small letters, the kind you iron on.
Prizes were given Tuesday
morning for the three who
sold the most. Norma Hendon received a nice compact
as first place winner. Glenda Coates received a nice
ball point pen as second
place winner and last but
not least Joan Tune received a bottle of fragrant perfume.
The Seniors have ordered their invitations and graduation cards. They will
be real nice I know. (The
cards, not the Seniors.)
Nancy Crews has a new
pen pal. It seems that her
algebra class has taken
quite an interest in him.
H-m-m.
Well. our Devils did it
again. They beat
'
Hornbeak
in 1—thriller last Friday
night. Final score 61-34.
Jim Vowell was high point
with 19 points and Tommy
Hughes was next with 16
points.
The Devilettes couldn't
stand up under the mightly
Green Waves, led by Miss
Robertson, and so were defeated by 24 points. The
Devilettes didn't stop scrapping though they were being defeated.
Tuesday night the mighty
South Fulton teams met the
Obion Indians in the Iffin
at Obion. The Red Devils
won 91-62. South Fulton
now has a perfect season
with 25 straight wins. We
sure hope that they can do
the same in the county tournament next week.

INTERNAL REVENUE
TELLS TAXPAYERS
Of OBLIGATIONS
—1Telti1ationi-.figliding persons
who must file Federal tax returns on their 1955 incomes remain unchanged from last year,
District Director Wm. M. Gray
of the Internal Revenue Service
reminded Kentucky taxpayers.
Those under 65 who had a
gross iucome of $600 or more
must file. Those 65 or over must
file when their gross income
was $1,200 or more.
Net earnings of $400 or more
oy self-employed individuals require filing. Mr. Gray pointed
out also that persons with incomes of less than $600-21,200
for those 65 or over—should file
returns to get refunds of such
taxes as may have been withheld from their earnings.

* Noble Gregory
(Continued from Page One)
for Happy Chandler in the primary, I would retire Earl
Clements from the Senate.
"I think a lot of people voted
for Happy on the strength of
that promise. I don't think they
would feel I had lived up to my
side of the bargain if I left to
somebody else the job of beating Clements.
As long ago as last April, efforts were made by the Chandler organization to persuade
Bates to settle for return to the
House instead of nomination to
the Senate. He was as adamant
then as he is now.
Recalled 1951 'Promise'
Warned then that the promise
to send him to the Senate might
not be kept. Bates replied he
had no doubt Chandler would
try to get out of his_agreement,
Suit as he slid out o a promise
to support Bates'for governor

charged him, he might want OD
make the race for governor himself.
The club owners tun aischarge
Chandler, but, although he flirted extensively with the idea of
running against Lawrence W.
Wetherby in the 1951 primary,
he finally abondoned the idea —
just as he had forced Bates to
drop the idea. 4Chandler's failure to enter the ceiatest .in 1951
was one of the factors which
caused the Clements- WetherbyBeauchamp organization to underrate his strength and determination last summer.

JOIN THg THRIFTY MILLIONS
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Sought To Deflect Az
to' have the blow fall on Frank.
Rebuffed in his plan to fun 'L. Chelf, with the argum
ent that
fot governor, Bates knew he was the state would have a more
a likely candidate to be gerrymandered out of office when the
number of Kentucky Congressional districts was reduced
from nine to eight as a result
of the 1950 census,
He made first an effort to
deflect the ax to Brent Spence,
with the argument that Spence
was of retirement age anyway.
Failing in that effort, he sought

equitable division of population
if Chelfs Fourth District were
carved up.
But the Wetherby Administration protected both Spence and
Chelf and legislated Bates out of
office. For its efforts, it saw
Chelf in active stipport of
Chndler's candidacy last summer and Spence uninterested in
helping Bert Combs.

WHO...

Look to A&P for Groceries...

Depend on A&P for
In • way. all business is show business ... and Ailsr ploys In sine ad the hissing
audiences sn the woald• Up to-per programming is our aim and heee's how me
accomplish st! Expert foird buyers ere our "lateM scouts." Thep aroma 61/
end wide. returning ,with a vast way of fine food items! We "bill" more
than 3,000 food-stars-and in the "'boa -office" area, ASP Mims wilds
•
most cologne!, catento-thrilt price system! Of course, the peoplie "out Dose
Sr. most import•ni .
so, won't you come catch MN eristeremoue perfoom-

ance . corm rave et ASP!

YOU CAN PUT YOUR TRUST IN
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"Super-Rick" Quo...4y

CUT UP — TRAY PACK

Frying Chickens
Ground Beef
Smoked Jowls
Pork Roast rrimst
sore
Beef Steaks k
Beef Roast
Canadian Style Bacon (
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FRESH FROZEN (ROSE FISH)

Ocean Perch Fillets(.501.139)lb 29`
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Fried Fish Sticks
Ocean Fish
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SULTANA

Crackers

V-Kit1356 Pork & Beans 52:425c

Apple •
2 sitt 29'
Peanut Butter
49c
$155
Sunnyfield Flour FLA.
25
Eight O'Clock Coffee 3 itt. $219 'it 75'
Strawberry Preserves
'
174'r _ _2
59'
FAIN
BEARD

101-Tkilk

in

A &P BREAKFAST FOODS
Flakes ...yr.
Sunnyfield Oats
Wheat Puffs

PKG.

QUICK
OR REG.

4S-OZ.
PKG.

SUNKYFIELD

PLO.

*Ekon

Nabisco Premium Crackers
Sunshine Hydrox Cookies
Oleomargarine =

-0

L.
JAR

Corn

SOZ

cm:rgv
i:
c azo

Belle Meade

".°
Jaa
l.
/

mr-cez. 'who

Th

•

33°
27'
34ip#

2

:1
114s
. 39#

A&P BRAND FRUIT JUICES
44-0Z
CAN

Orange Jake sm."TuiLIT
Grapefruit Juice
Grape Juice

23°

29'
2=4- 43'
29'

SWEET OS
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35'
15$

ASP PUlta
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KRAFT'S

Velveeta
CHEESE FOOD

2 LLB.
OAF 79°
KnArrs

Macaroni Dinner
2 ;.Azi 29'
KRAFT'S

Miracle Whip
Salad Dressing
16-0Z.
r
JARs2IT 530
JAR a3
KRAFT'S KITCHEN FRESH

Mayonnaise
TAR 43' ?JR 75'

111=1
,

Lifebuoy Soap
3 BARSS 28°
2 :13!: }4 270
Lux Soap

3 BATH 28'
27#
2

NEW GREEN

JANE PARKER CARAMEL

Cabbage Pecan Rolls
10C
Chiffon Cak
45'
49C
mos
Apples 4
PKG. of 9 3
3C
FEATURE

HEAD

REG.
39c
VALUE

JAZZ PARKER
°SAMS
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White Bread

ZJL49
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PASSER _ LOAF 1 7°

VI NE RIPENED (STEM ON)
AMERICAN CHEESE FOOD

Tomatoes 294 Ched-O-Bit
Grapefruit ...`:tue ___8
390
Yelkw Onions _ ___10
49*
2LOAF 69c
Oranges
lb
'
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CALIFORXIA
PACSIGTTS

Grapes
Bananas
Grass seed

_ _ _2 locK
LIL

SOLDER
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Onion Sets

LIS.
5

1.111.

sac

Ls- 594
390 Swiss Cheese
cheddar
=Elsa
▪ 590
isle Sharp
Batter 00N:r..70".., gt. 670
450
Mild Cheddar Cheese

$169

YELLOW
($2-LB. SSA SLI•)4 Las. 2.54
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Hospital. Trenton, Tenn.
Mr. Charley Goodjine's condition is reported unimproved.
Word has been received that
the family of Clifton Cheatham
of Utica. Michigan, who were
injured in an automobile ac-ident on Decemer 91st, which
took the life of their daughter,
Mrs. Grover Lindsey, are recuperating from their injuries.
Mrs. Cheatham sustained a broken back and is in a cast from
her neck to her hips. Ronnie,
the son, is wearing both arms
in - law,
in a cast. Their son
Grover Lindsey, also received
serious injuries, but is able to
walk around. This was a 'horrible exaerience for them and
their many friends and relatives
in this vicinity have been praying for their complete recovery.
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•Pleasant View News
• NEW HOPE NEWS •
Mrs. George Elliott•
(Mrs. Elmer Walston)

Many in this community are
sick with colds and sore throats.
Mrs. Pearl Harris is recovering from an attack of pneurrOnia.
Arlin Barber is under the
care of a doctor. He is having
trouble with his heart.
Robert Walls preached at both
morning and evening services at
Peasant View Sunday.
Mrs. Lena Cashon visited Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Jaelcson this
week-end.
Lynn BoUlin had as his guests
Sunday, Freddy Jackson and
Richard Wilkinson.
We welcome the Gargus fam• HOCK SPRINGS
ily to our community. They
Nettie Lee Copelea •
have recently moved to the Bud
Jones farm.
Bobby Cooley of Detroit, has
Joy Vincent, daughter of Mr.
been spending a few days in
and Mrs. Minnie Vincent, was
this community.
crowned Basketball Queen at
Mr. and Mrs. John Sanders
Welch last week.
vaited Mi. and Mrs. Pat Snow
Torn Nabors has been apluesday afternoon.
pointed as the new caretaker at
Little Kay Gallaland oeHickWelch School.
man spent the week-end with
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Thomas
Matte Copelen.
and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mcglitt
Bobby Brown is ovisiting his
attended the singing at Fulton
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arnie
last Wednesday night.
Brown.
Bro. and Mrs. Robert Walls
Mrs. Joe Brown and children
upset
the
they
nearly
as
THEIR
NAME:
The
Fulton
High
January
30
TRUE
TO
"Bulldogs"
growled
-mightly
and
children
were
Sunday
are !mending a few days with
ti
losses
a
2-point
Despite
and
7
Fulton
at
Carr
gym,
going
into
with
lead.
South
the
pp-ranked
fourth
quartet
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
her parents. Mr and Mrs. Verhe
wins, Fulton's "A" team, above, is something to be,,reckon ed with in corning tournaments. Donnie McKnight, front, Byrd and Roy.
Moore
Billy Morrison is home from manager; (left to right, front row)—Jack Forrest, ittard; Bobby Bennett, guard: Jimmy Hicks, guard: Joe DalSeveral from this cornmuruty
Texas.
las, guard; David Holland, guard; Harold Frazier, g ard. Back row, (left to right), Head Coach Llal Killebrew, attended the John Deere Show
The W. M. U. of Pleasant Bud White, forward; Billy Morris, forward: Dal
de n, substitute center; George Btirnette, center; Ronny at Fulton Thursday, and at
View met Thursday night in the
Clinton Friday.
Woods, forward; V,lter McAlister,,forward: Assistant Coach Charlie Thomas.
forward;
Delbert
McAlister,
home of Margaret Holt. A very
good meeting was held even
Portugal's colonies cover an
ner guests of Mr and Mrs. Ray the Church of Christ. Brother
though the attendance was low
area 26 times that of the
has
reJ.'ckson
Miss
Myra
Ann
Moss
and
Mrs.
Freed
Hardeman
Ruth
Cloys
Moore
of
due to the weather Those who •DUKEDOM RT.TWO
mother country.
College will deliver the morning cuperated from her recent illattended were Lucille Milton,
Joyce Tesler • Saturday.
ness
and
has
returned
to
her
Madalene Jackson, Sara Wall,
The friends and relatives of and evening messages on SunMeat and hides account for
work as cashier at the Fulton 4/5 of Uruguay's exports
day, February 12th
Fannie Lou Elliott and Margaret
As the ground hog didn't see Mrs. Dave Boulton were sorry
_
Holt.
Preaching services are held U - Tote - Fm store.
his shadow we arc hoping for to hear of her being in the MarMrs. Will Hawks of Latham an early spring.
Mrs Fritz Moss, accompanied
tin hospital with pneurnonia. We regular!y at the Baptist Church
1.; a patient at the Fulton Hosby the pastor. Brother Lewis by her son. Joe Carroll. went
Doyle Finley is returning to wish her a. speedy recovery.
p:tal, suffering with a heart Detroit Monday lie was called
Miss Sue Ammons of Mem- Elliot. at 11.00 AM and 7•00. to Nashville last Thursday,
attack.
The spring revival will com- where she will have a physical
last week to be at the bedside phis is spending the week-end
Vihile in Nashville,
Welch ball teams journeyed of his mother, who is very ill. with her parents Mr. and Mrs. mence at the Baptist Church on cheek-up
FUNERAL HOME
to Dresden last Thursday night.
March 4th with Brother Carlin, they will also visit her sister
Mr and Mrs. Roy Emerson Jim Ammons
Incorporated
Both Dresden teams were win- and Susan Crittenden visited in
Billie Simpson who has been pastor of the Bellevue Baptist and son, Mrs. Pete Crain
Mrs. Maud Kimberlin is hosners.
Mayfield Sunday as the guests in a hospital in Detroit, Mich is Church of Paducah, officiating
Mr. and Mrs
Cody Fank- pitalized at the Jones Hospital.
of Mr. and Mrs Harry Williams improved and able to return to
Wildlife - resistant
his home.
banner and Mrs J M Parrish Fulton.
tobacco and Mrs. Robbie Taylor.
Mrs. Terry Pone of Martin.
17-53 was praised by seven
Mrs. Ethel Oliver of Memphig. of Salem. Illinois spent last
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire,
Greenup county farmers who Mrs. Maude and Miss Constance Tenn is visiting Mr. and Mrs. week - end with their brother a ill and is at the home of her
tried it this season.
and son, Mr. Thad Parrish and parents, Mr.. and Mrs. Hugh
Jones attended preaching serv- 'Chester Wade and family.
The% Resides* Usimmil
Allen.
Mr. and Mrs
Herschel Seat family.
ices at Bethlehem Sunday and
Ziababsers
Mimi Meta Lou_ Celdwell is
Recent visits of Mrs L T
andMr.. and Mrs_ swim _Phil.. were dinner guests of Mr. and cf Memphis, Tenn. spent Sunday at the Fulton hospital with Caldwell and
mother, Mrs hospitalized at the Trenton,
Mrs. Ernest Coltharp.
lips and children.
Shirley Glisson visited Mar- his aunt, Mrs. Edna Alexander, Grant Wilson were. Mr. and Mrs
Mr. ahd Mrs. Jim Ashley enwho is improving
A. N. Wilson of Martin, Mrs
•
I
I
tertained with a Sunday dinner garet Crawford Friday night.
Buford Campbell v.'ho is in Wayne Kilgore and son, Wilma
/assay
Mrs. Evaline Yates is ill with
in honor of her father, Mr. Tom
Wayne
and
Kennedy
Mrs
James
Freehospital
kids
in
issisairialetis
Memphis
is
,
Carver, who celebrated his 84th the flu.
elan arid daughter. Dianne of
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Row- improving
birthday. Others present were
Rev L E. Shaffer of Mem- Martin.
Mrs. Tom Carnet. Mr. and Mrs. lant and son visited his grand611/1 HIM ... GENUINE
Little Nina Rose Moss, daughGlenn Carver, Mr. and Mrs. father and aunt, W. L. and Al- phis Tenn. visited friends here
ter of Mr and Mrs. R. H. Moss,
Howard Bugg, Mr. and Mrs. lie Rowland Sunday. Mr. Row- one day last week.
We were saddened to hear of Jr. has been very ill, however,
Cuy Latta, Tommy and Eliza- land has been ill, but is much
the
death of Arch Stallins who she is somewhat imprdaed at
improved.
beth Bugg and Danny Latta.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Hopkins passed away in St.. Louis, Mo this time.
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Gill
of Water Valley visited her Friday The body was brought to
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Whitnel funeral home in Ful- entertained with a birthday dinPaul Cathey over the week-end. ton Saturday. The funeral.- was ner _last _Saturday night in harm:
Mr. and Mrs. HawardaCritten- at Rush Creek Sunday after- of their daughter, Carolyn. who
den of Murray called on his noon with burial in the Church was celebrating her 18th birthwere•
brother and family, Mr. and cemetery. The family has the day. Those attending
Misses Jeraldine Gatewood and
Mrs. Norman Crittenden anrt sympathy of everyone.
Jerry Snow
Wolfe of Fulton
PURE MILK COMPANY
girls Sunday.
and Miss Anne Lou Caldwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wright
Mr. and -Mrs. Terrell Moorsarbd Scottie were Sunday guests •McCONNELI.. NEWS
of Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks,
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell • of Big Sandy, Tennessee, recently visited Mr. and Mrs
LaDonna and Tim.
Alfred Ledbetter.
Joyce Taylor has returned to
(Too
late
for
last week)
Mrs Alfred Lebetter has been
GUARANTEED RECONDITIONED
her work in Mayfield, after beBrother Wyatt Hall of Tip,, attending the bedside of het
Asa:
ing absent two days on account
tonville,
USED CARS
Tennessee
delivered father, Mr. George Smith. of
of illness.
the Sunday morning message at near Union City, who was very
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. House and
Mrs. Ruth Weams visited in the
home of Boaz House Tuesday of
last week.
For a demonstration of the new 1956 PONTIAC
Rev. and Mrs. Porter and
call Molly King, Eugene IIoodenpyle or Charles
children were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tommie
King at 1267 or 89.
Moore and James Earl.

Monday night supper guests
at the home of .Mr. and Mrs.
Rupert Latta were Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Driadoll and boys, Jerry
ind Larry, Mr. and ,Mrs. Lewis
Faakew and girls, Martha K. and
Mary Ann, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Latta and son, Wayne, and Mrs.
Della Nall.
David Lynn Howell spent
Friday night and Saturday with
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Phillips and
:amily.
Mr, and Mrs. Jim Gore and
Mr. and Mrs. C. Workman of
.- sultan. Ky. visited Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Williams Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Rubin Inman
Ind boys visited her parents,
An and Mrs. Carl Phillips Satirday night.
Mr. and Mrs. .Charles Hanock and daughter, Phyllis, Mr.
Ind Mrs. Guy Latta and son,
)anny, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
'Jewell and Mr. and Mrs. Ando Murchison. visited Mr. and
Mrs. Denton Pittman Satarday
light The evening was spent in
ilaying cards: •
Mrs. Guynell Howell spent
''Fiday with her aunt, Mrs. Lela
3ennett of Clinton, Ky.
Mr. Duane Webb and child-en, Miss Mary Lou Marcus,
,nd Duane Young, all of'Union
Tenn. were Saturday diner guests in the home of Mr.
ind Mrs. Wallace Webb.
Visitors in the home of Mr.
aid Mrs. Lewis Davis and tamly Saturday night were Mr.
ind Mrs. Stanley Roper and
.on, Roger, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Walston, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
slassv and girls, Martha K. and
Mary Ann and Mr. Claude
iams. The evening was spent in
vatching TV and playing cards.
Mr. Jimmy Hill, who is at:ending school at Murray, Ky.
s visiting his mother, Mrs. Wille Hill, and sister, Martha.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Drisdoll
ind boys, Jerry and Larry, who
'save been visiting relatives and
'riends in and around Clinton
:or the past three weeks, have
ieturned . to their home in San
-Jose, Calif.
Mrs. Roy Howell and Mrs.
lenry Phillips spent Tuesday in
ayfield shopping..
John Richard Bostick spent
3unday with David Lynn Hawaii.
Mr and Mrs. Jeff Harrison,
Mr. and Mrs. George Black and
laughter, Telitha, spent Sunday
vith Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips.
Sunday night dinner guests
n the home of Mr and Mrs.
by Howell were Mr and Mrs.
lernard Bostick and children
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Whitehouse
CI!E1UtY11E CREAM
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KING MOTOR COMPANY

ATTENTION

FLAT ROOF OWNERS

CAYCE NEWS

PHONE

ORPHEUM

(Clarice Bendurant)

NAM °filet roof, developed by the makers of

22

FRI - SAT - 2 BIG ACTION PACKED FEATURES:

JOHN IRELAND
M ARLA ENGLISH

GC Y MADISON
ANDY DEVINE

"Phantom

IN

IN

"Hell's Horizon"

Trails"

We have an entirely new system for the mainten-

Mr. and Mrs. Ray. Ammons
and baby yand Mrs. Jim Ammons have returned home after
a visit to Mrs. am Ammons
brother of Pine, Bluff, Ark.
Rev. H. Weber held a meeting at New Hope Churclinn the
Dyer Circuit last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Lubie Howell of
Lodgeston community were din-

MULE-HIDE ROOFINGS
The results are so outstanding that, for the first
time we are able to recommend Flat Roof Main-

STARTS SUNDAY FOR 3 BIG DAY'S

It's That "BATTLE CRY" Guy In An All New
AMAZING

TRUE ADVENTURCIEMANCIE
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Mr. John V. Mitchell

Plus: Chapter No. 7 "PERILS of the WILDERNESS"
"WEE WILLIE WILDCAT" MGM CARTODN
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Who does our roof work, has had twenty years experience in the field. He will be glad to discuss
,

‘11•111111
110

oro,

your roofing problems with you, to check your roof
and give you an opinion of its condition, entirely
free of cost and without thought of obligation on
your part.

0

The work Mr. Mitchell does will be guaranteed both
for materials and labor. We will back the Guaran-

•WHY WAIT —
ORDER TODAY
Aldo RAY- Phil WU.Rick YORK

•BEST GRADES

.11411111011W
10•1104,
4

IMMO KIMURA • So.. Plr, by Ile.101)

•

to the Nei 'later ompriee snide

PLUS "UP AND A TOM" COLOR CARTOON
Show Time SI11111.1.l

I

I

3 A4-5:31-7:31-9:35 r. M.

CITY COAL CO
TELEPHONE

51

tee.
You may contact Mr. Mitchell by calling this office.

Round, red cherries peep out from every spoonful of
creamy, Whitehouse Cherry Ice Cream.
Capture him with its captivating, delicious, red-cherrygoodness.

BUILDERS SUPPLY, INC.
501 Walnut Street
Fulton, Kentucky

Phone 96

He will always ask for more .

PURE MILK COMPANY
WHITEHOUSE CHERRY ICE CREAM
THE FRIENDLY STORE NICAR.RY 'FROM
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First Child CostParents$25,000
fiirst child will cost the
vGage middle
income family
$25,000 for the first eighteen
years Suoceeding children will
cost lass, but there will prob
ably be a rise in all of these
expenses in the next two decades to keep pace with mounting costs generally, according to
financial expert Morton Yarmon, who advises young adults on money matters for Red,
book Magazine. In the February
issue, he breaks down the . total
cost of rearing a child info the
main categories of expense:
"The average young couple
In the $6,000 - $7,000 Income
group. awaiting its first child,
faces the prospect of bill for as
high as $25,000, to be paid in
installments over the next 18
y ears — if prices remain at current levels and the child does
not go to college at family expense
'Second and succeeding children, however, will cost considerably less than $25,000 'or
cxamplii hand - me - downs ran
effectively cut exequies. In sonic
cases the birth of the first child
means a doubling of rent, and
the second, no increase at all

iiting his
.1. Arnie
children
lays with
rs. Verlie
)mmuruty
rre Show
and at

Come In And See Our New

Coleman

Tightening of regulations surwill share a is due to become clothes - conscious at 12 with at least $175 rounding admittance of children to school is sought in a bill
"Higher - income groups often a year for apparel The total
lavish expensive toys, private clothing bill for the 18 years proposed in the Senate by Senschools and summer camps on will be about $2,900 and $2,500 ator E. W. Richmond, liemocrat,
their children. And parents who respectively for sister and jun- Owensboro, and Senator Wayne
Freeman, Democrat, Mayfield
plan to support their children ior, or an average of $2,700.
through college must allow an
"Sickness can ruin the best
extra $2,000-a year for each of budgeting. Normal -care should
the four years after 18.
cost about $75. the first year,
"The middle - income family drop the next two, rise between
Across From The
can expect to pay about $800 ages four and six (health auth
for maternity expenses Here is orities call these the dangerous
Coca-Cola Plant
how that figure breaks down years), drop substantiialiy bet(with
reductions
possible, of ween seven and 14 (the healthy
course, through medical insur- years) and then rise slightly.
ance plans, gifts and assistance Costs for doctors, dentists and
from relatives ) hospital, $200; their colleagues should amount
help for Mother, $120: layette, to about $1,175 for the 18 years.,
$80; fut nishings, $150 (Among
"Most Americans of moderate
these items are crib, mattress Income send their children to
and cover, rubber
pad, 'oath- public schools. -The cost of
ir,ette, carriage and high chair. books and stationery, aues to
Playpen and stroller come la- class organizations and incidter): extras $50.
ental items total no more than
"Food and clothing expenses $500 for the 12 school years
increase as the child grows
"An average family in the
older At current prices, the an- $8,000 - $7,000 income bracket
nual food bill for s child a- pays about $1,250 a year for
mounts to about $250 for the shelter $700 for transportation
first few
years, then climbs and $900 for miscellaneous exsteadily until it reaches $550 a penses The total cost of each
year for teen - agers. It costs child is $5,625 for shelter, $3,150
about $7,000 to feed a child for transportation and $4,050
dining his first 18 years.
Lr other charges"
"More money go s for sister's
wardrobe than for Junior's
after the age of three Cloth- Hickman Church Will
ing costs about $80 • year at
the outset and rises to more Be Guest On Gospel
than $100 a
year when the Hymn Time Program
youngsters are in school Sister
because the two
room.

PLENTY FREE

1116116111

for
James L Hall, 14, son of Mi.
and Mrs. Wayman Hall, Rt. 2,
Fulton, Ky,
, recently was promoted to specialist third class
while serving with the 25th Infantry Division in Hawaii.
The -Tropic Lightning" division is continuing its post-truce
(tinning program using valuable
experience gained in Korea.
Specialist Hall, a rifleman in
Company F of the division's 115th
Regiment, entered the Army in
October 1054 and received basic
training at Fort Jackson. S C.
He was graduated in 1953
from South- Fulton High School
and - attend_ed
Murray (Ky

"Warm-Floor" Comfort
In 4 to 6 Rooms

Tlfie
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Lake Street Ext
All Favorite Brands

PARKING!

CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY
Commercial Ave

Phone 401

iELECTRI
CCOMPANY
Now!...at LESTILI
STOP"SOFT-BED" BACKACHE

SERVICE
NOTES

)ME

The bill would provide that
a child who becomes six years
old by Sept. 30 may enter school
within thirty days after the
opening pf the school year, but
those reaching that age after
that time would wait until the
next year.
The present law allows children who will become six Dec.
30 or before, to enter.

LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE

cover an
of the
-count
iris

Freeman Seeab Law
To Step Up Entrance
For School Children

Next Sunday February
12, 2:00 to 2:30 on Gospel
Hymn Time. The Church of
God from Hickman,\ Kentucky will be the guest. Bro.
Albert Bridwell is pastor.
On the last thirty minutes of the program the talent will be furnished by the
Oak Grove Baptist Church
south of Dresden, Tenn.
Bro. Harold Grissom is pastor.
You are invited to be
guests by having your radio
tuned to 1270 WFUL. Bro.
J. Wesley Richardson, director of Gospel Hymn Time
invites your comment regarding his program.

Savo As Novor Wore in This Groat National

Serta

Posture
"

THIS MATTRESS ADVERTISED IN T16 )011114AL Of Tie AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

"so,
Twin siva
eitessiiiieSos SON,
low* tem Mee

Even #.your

State College,

Up To 3 Years To Pay; Terms
As Easy As $1.25 Pio Week

GRAHAM
FURNITURE(0
Walnut St
Phone
Fulton, Ky.

ma

Pvt Coy Robinson Jr. whose.
:ether lives on Route 4, Hickman, Ky., is scheduled to leave
Fort Bragg, NC for Fort Campbell. Ky,
, in February to become a member of the newly
activated 101st Airborne Division
Robinson is now assigned to
the 187th Airborne Regimental
Combat team at Fort Bragg,
which will he integrated with
other units into the Sre..a m ing Pagle" division when it is
i.itivated as a combat unit
it at
Fort Campbell
H e entered the Ary
m in July
11455 and has been with the team
since last month.
—
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Cream of
Kentucku!

413 College Street

I. Phone 620

wearing coverings

2. Luxurious many-layer felt
padding—securely tufted

3. "Perm-A-Lator" insulation
Kentucky's finest
whiskey is
America's
finest whiskey value
-premium
whiskey at a
non-premium
price!
Cream of
Kentucky is
double-rich-rich
in flavor rich
In bouquet.
Enjoy it today.

REED BROS FEED AND SEED COMPANY

ALL 6 COMFORT Z HEALTH
FEATURES NOW YOURS AT THIS
SENSATIONALLY LOW PRICE
1. Beautiful heavyweight long-

KENTUCKY'S FINEST WHISKEY-A BLEND
86 PROOF. 70rs GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS.
SCHENLEY DIST., INC., FRANKFORT, KY,

prolongs mattress life
4. Resilient Tempered Innerspring
with hundreds of coils gives firm,
healthful support to your entire
back—as many doctors approve
S. "Serta-Posture"• upholstered
box spring provides scientifically
matched coil-over-coil support
to complete your healthful Wasp
combination. Dustproof, noiseproof construction on hardwood
frame.
6. Made by Serta—makers of the
smooth-top "Perfect-Sleeper"40
Mattress
•Trod.-Marit
1956 Sorb Associates, 91c.

COMPARE WITH OTHER TUFTED
MATTRESSES SELLING UP TO $59.751
Sale Now Oni
and continues for limited time only I
Only Serta dares to offer you this famous "Serta-Posture"
Mattress,built with healthful firmness many doctors recommend,
now only at a deep-down price that defies comparison for
quality so high!...But remember, these drastic reductions are
strictly limited and will be withdrawn immediately after sale.
Check and compare the many luxury features—usually found

in higher-priced nationally-advertised tufted mattresses.
, Then, hurry! Buy now—savo now

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY!

BENNETT ELECTRIC
and FURNITURE COMPANY

BE ON ALERT FOR
RHEUMATIC DISEASE
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ARCHIE B. STALLINS

DEATHS

l'K FOOTBALL PLAYER HON- and. Sciences, is one of very few
ORED BY SOCIETY
UK football players honored
William G. Wheeler Jr. of with membership in this fraterPikesville, senior at the Univer- nity in recent years.
sity of Kentucky and member of
the UK football squad has been
Pledged to Omicron Delta Kappa, national honorary fraternity
for senior men.
Senior men with outstanding
scholastic records and recognized leadership ability are eligible
for membership in ODK. Wheel- New and used machines
er, a senior in the College of Arts For sales, service and re
pairs, see or call:
write to the Kentucky Heart
Bldg.,
Columbia
Association,
Louisville, for a free pamphlet
entitled "Now You Can Protect
Your Child Against Rheumatic Phone 1048-R, Fulton, Hy
Fever."

PUtL Pr k1.41 tP WON.;
Services for Archie Burnie'
Stalling, who died in a St. Louis
IS AUTHORIZED TO SOLICIT FUNDS FOR
"Strep" Throats
hospital at 11:15 Wednesday
at
the
held
were
Feb.
1,
night,
MULLINS
Iheentltiation
WILLIAM
Arniu
JOHN
May Be Beginning
Rush Creek Methodist Church
John William Mullins, 82- near Fulton, Sunday afternoon
Of Other Ailments
year-old retired farmer, died at at 2. Rev. Presley officiated.
tost.la Oi :ORS'S
315
at
Wingo
Memphis,
Pressler
of
wial
the "strep" season nearnear
2.
Rev.
at
home
his
assisted by Rev. McM.inni, ofing - its annual peak parents are
a. m., Friday, Jan. 28.
the
DISCS,
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Clera ficiated. Burial was in
being urged by Inc Kentucky
Mullins; two daughters, Mrs. church cemetery, under direcHeart
Association to be especFuneral
Whitnel
the
Pete Burnett, Clinton, and Mrs. tion of
1110,14111
ially alert to signs and sympErnest Graviett, Wingo; two Home of Fulton. He was 60.
toms that might indicate this
sons, Raymond Mullins, Wingo, The American Legion Post 72
forerunner to rheumatic fever
rites.
graveside
Detroit;
held
Fulton
Mullins,
of
Walter
and
and rheumatic heart disease.
two step-sons, Rev. Allen Roh- He was a member of this Post.
The remainder was issued by
on
was
born
RohStallins
Mr.
rer, Folsomdale, and Dana
Look for this Yellow Card on the uniform of Salvation Dr. Leslie
H. Winams„ Ashland,
rer, Wingo; a step-daughter, May 25, 1895 in Fulton County. Army solicitors in Fulton and vicinity. Capt. Everett
KHA Board chairman, who said
Mrs. Bill Bunetta, Detroit; five He had lived in St. Louis for a Case, Jr. says it is intended to end complaints about
that "knowing when to call
brothers, Bill, Dave, Hampton, number of years. Mr. Stallins
pseudo-solicitors. Captain Case was in Fulton last week. your doctor and what to tell
Ode and Boss Mullins, all of had been ill for several years.
him about your child's sore
Graves County; 12 grandchildHe leaves his wife, Mrs. Ma- The Paducah Corps of the Salvation Army will issue
throat may forestall an attack
are
valid
each
month.
They
identification
cards
these
ren and 8 great grandchildren.
son,
RayMoss
Stallins;
a
mie
Funeral services were con- mond Stallins of Fulton, by a only during the month of issue. They will carry the sig- of rheumatic fever, the cause of
more heart damage and of more
Sunday
at
m.
ducted at 2 p.
former marriage; a daughter, nature of Captain Case, and the address and telephone
Little Obion Baptist Church by Mrs. J. W. Atwell of number of the Paducah corps. The cards have made long-term crippling illness in
Rev. Allan Rohrer and Rev. Bill Cayce; three brothers, R. W. many new friends for tambourine workers in Paducah, young peope than any other
disease."
Boyd. Burial was in the church Stallins of Princeton, Ky., Wilwhere the identification has been in use since early
As a guide, Dr. Winans outcemetery.
lie Stallins of Washington D.C.,
lined a list of questions about
and Charlie Stallins of Fulton; January and collection have increased.
"strep" throat prepared by the
six sisters, Mrs. Flora WhipFRANK
RHODES
Heart Association. "Call the
ple of Hickman, Route 4, Mrs. and the missionary society. She ham.
Frank Hoyt Rhodes, son of F. R. Bowen of Fulton, Mrs. A. was loyal and faithful to all
Mr. Graham leaves his wife, doctor if you get positive anMr. and Mrs. Fred Rhodes, of W. Green, Sr., of Fulton. Rt. 2, church organizations.
Mrs. Gertrude Evans Graham; swers to these questions," Dr
Dukedom, was killed in an au- Mrs Ruth Wheatley and Mrs.
Her husband, Earl Boaz, pre- a son, Clay Graham of Hayti, Winans advised. They are Did
tomobile accident near Detroit, J. B. Davis both of Washington, ceded her in death on May 2, Mo.; two daughters, Mrs. Elree the sore throat come on sudMich. on Friday, Jan. 20, it was D.C. and Mrs. Jimmy Sanders 1936. He was a
prominent Cannon of Alton, Ill., and Mrs. denly? Does your child's throat
learned here.
Glenn Lassiter of Fort Myers, hurt most when he swallows?
of Russellville, Ala.; a grandson Groceryrnan.
Mr. Rhodes was enroute home J. L. Atwell, Jr., of Cayce; and
Mrs Boaz leaves two step- Fla.; a brother, C. C. Graham of Does it hurt most below the
when you
from where he worked, when several nieces and nephews..
sons, Murray Boaz of Memphis Artesia, N. M.; two sisters, Mrs. angle of the jaw
his car collided with a transfer
and T D. Boaz of Fulton; three J. M. Jackson of Artesia and press gently there with your
truck on the slippey highway,
grandchildren, Ben and Ruth Mrs. R. A. Brady of Long Beach, fingers? Are the glands swollen
MRS. SARAH SILLS
killing him instantly.
Boaz of Memphis and Holland Calif.; a step-sister, Mrs. J. H. there? Does he have a fever of
Besides his parents, he leaves
Mrs. Sarah A. Sills died at her Boaz of Bryan, Texas; two great Latta of Water Valley; eight between 101 and 104 degrees?
his wife, Mrs. Anna Rhodes; a home in Fulton. Tuesday morn- grandchildren, Gene and Zola grandchildren and six great Does he have a headache' Is he
nauseated or has he vomited?
daughter, Mrs. Paul Danben- ing, Jan. 31, following a short Boaz of Bryan, Texas: a niece, grandchildren.
speek; and two grandsons, all illness. She was 70.
One son, James Graham, and Has he been in contact with
Mrs. Louie Bard of Fulton; a
of Detroit: and a brother, WilFuneral services were held nephew, McFall Boaz of Rock- the following brothers, James anyone who has had scarlet
liam M. Rhodes of Jackson, Thursday afternoon at Mc Con- ford, 111.; and a cousin, Mrs. Ray Graham, David Graham, fiver (also a "strep" infection)
Miss.
Dr Marcus Graham and K J. or a sore throat"
nell Church of Christ with Bro. Herbert Latta.
Funeral services and burial Bob Brooks officiating
Proymt treatment
The honorary pallbearers Graham, and sister, Mrs Matis vital,
Burial
was in Detroit Monday, Jan. 23. followed
at Johnson
Grove were members of the Susanne tie Bugg. preceded him in death. Dr. WitifieM stated. since "first
stacks of rheumatic fever can
cemetery with Dodgo Murphy Sunday School Class.
The active pallbearers were
generally be prevented with
EMMETT BURCHAM
Funeral Home in charge of arGerald Powell, Billy Joe Only Corn Allotments
pt
or
other
modern
rankements.
Emmett Burcham of Clinton, She was a
drugs."
member of the Mc- Thompson, J. D. Golden. Will In Price Support Plan
b ;
Nrother of
Randall Burcham Connell Church of Christ.
Holman, Harry Moss Latta and
Winter weather multiplies ocof Fulton, died
Wednesday
It was announced today by currence of "strep" infections
Surviving a r e three sons, Donald Stokes.
Feb. 1, at about 10 o'clock in
S E. Holly, manager for the many times, Dr. Winans point-.
Henry, Lee and Enock Sills, all
the Clinton and Hickman of
JOHN EDWARD BYARS
Fulton county ASC committee. ed out, adding that "many, perFulton three daughters. Mrs.
County Hospital. He was 52.
that corn allotments would be haps most" school-age children
1341cia Wilson, Mrs. Winnie
He was a prominent Hickman
Services
for
John
Edward
in effect for 1956 for price sup- will have "strep" infections
Eradberry and Mrs Jolene Watfarmer and Clinton business son, all
B-ars of 707 Eddings Street, port purposes only,. Any farm between now and
of Fulton.
April. He
man.
Fulton, who died last Sunday that has produced corn within suggested that parents wishing
Funeral serviAllt were held
afternoon, Feb. 5, at Jones the past 3 years will be consid- further
inflormation • should
. A.McFALL BOAZ Hospital, after
Friday afternoon at 2,, at the MRS. MIL
a short illness, ered an "old" farm and will -re"Oakwood
Methodist
Church, Services for Mrs. Leila McFall were held Tuesday afternoon, ceive ,an allotment. A farm that
west of Clinton. Burial, under Boaz, who died Saturday night, Feb. 7, at 2, at the First Baptist has not produced corn within
direction _of_ _Hopkins, .Hopkins Feb. ,k at---the Fulton Hospital, Church. The Rev. John Laida, the-past three years -.via -not-rearid Brown Funeral Home of following a short illness, were pastor, officiated. Burial, under ceiee an allotment Lnless a new
Clinton, was in the church held Tuesday morning, Feb. 7, direction of Whitnel Funeral grower application is made and
cemetery.
at the Whitnet Funeral Home Home, was in Fairview Ceme- approved by the county comHe is survived by his widow, chapel. The Rev. H. E Russell, tery. He was 73.
mittee. This applidation must
Mrs. Ruth Burcham; two daugh- pastor of the First Methodist
Mr. Byars was born in Paris, bt. made on Form CSS - 19 and
ters, Mrs. Clyde Morris and Mrs. Church, officiated. Burial was Term. He had lived in Fulton for is available at the county ASC
J. T. Workman, Jr. both of Clin- in Boaz Chapel Cemetery. She many years and was a retired office. For further information
ton Route 4; one son, Joe was 74.
engine hostler for the lllinois contact your ASC office at
Burcham, Clinton Route 4; three
Mrs. Boaz suffered a heart Central Railroad.
Hickman, Kentucky.
brothers, Elbert Burcham, Wood- attack Saturday morning.
He was a member of the First
land Mills, Tenn., Briggs BurchMrs. Boaz made her home at Baptist Church_
REAL ESTATE COURSE
am, Detroit and Randall Burch- 507 Maple Avenue in Fulton.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Nellie
IS SCHEDULED AT UK
am, Fulton; three sisters, Mrs. She was born Dec. 18, 1881 in Dixon Byars; two sons. J. W.
Two courese will be offered in
Adams, Hickman, Mrs. James Obion County, Tenn., the daugh- Byars of Madisonville, Ky., and the evening during the second
Beale, Collinsville, Ill., and Mrs. ter of the late Hartwell and William Edward "Pete" Byars semestr at the University of
James
Hudgins,
Nashville, Olivia Bennett McFall.
of Fulton; three daughters, Mrs. Kentucky for persons associated
Tenn.
She was a member of the First Elmer Harris of Symsonia, Ky., with real state, construction,
Methodist Church, the Susanne Mrs. Raymond Griffin of Duke- city planning, and similar fields.
Support Factory Project
Wesley Sunday School Class doM, Tenn., and Mrs. W. M.
The first. "Real Estate -- SellLennox of Atlanta, Ga.; 11 ing," will be given on Monday
grandchildren; five great grand- nights on the Lexiington campus
children; and several nieces and and is open to all interested
nephews.
Kentuckians. A basic course in
The active pallbearers were real esstate principles and sallesWONDERFUL new invention now sold here. Free
•
M. M. Matlock, H. J. Easley, manship, it has been designed
IMPROVED
SUTHERLAND'S
Demonstration
Robert Howell. Pete Layne, G. to prepare prospctive salesman
TRUSS. ELIMIN A TES
TORTUROUS BULBS,
B Neely, and R. D. Matthews. for the Kentucky Real Estate
Honorary
BELTS & STRAPS—No side or hip pressure—The
pallbearers were License.
the Brotherhood of Locomotive
latest Scientific answer for reducible hernia. Guarentitled
The other course,
Engineers and railroad friends. "City Planning," will be given
anteed never to break, rust or lose tension—No ElasTime-Engineered by
on Tuesday nights on the camptic—No Leather—No Odors.
HAYS GRAHAM
us. Full details may be obtainSold Exclusively In Fulton by us
Services for Hays Graham, ed from the UK College of
40P8Illeke7(14
who died Sunday, Feb. 5, at the Adult and Extension Education.
Street
Burton Nursing home in Clinton, following a lengthy illness,
ascapiefa seee:113117-a-we1tThffdpkinflo
kins and Brown Funeral Home
chapel in Clinton, Wednesday
afternoon, Feb. 8, at 2. Burial
Zt
.4
s
:4
Beits
.
6
was in the Clinton Cemetery.
He waS-78-.
Mr. Graham was born in
Hickman County arid spent his BENNETT
ELECTRIC
entire life in Clinton and vicinity. He was the son of the late
FULTON
'HONE 2411
James R. and Ruth Hayes Gra-

SINGER SEWING
MACHINES
JOE FLY

Comfort costs so little with
FLOOR
Coleman
FURNACES
. SEE
THE NEW MAGIC OF HOME HEATING
. ALSO COLEMAN WATER HEATERS.
ff HERE

an Very Easy Terms—

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Telephone 185

303 Walnut Street

r

F OR

TRIBUTE

LASTING

Get our prices and see our designs before you buy. All materials are made
of A-1 Marble and Granite. We own
our Quarries: We can sell for less.

UNION CITY MARBLE & GRANITE CO.
UNION TITY, TENS
PHONE Ma
).ird in Tenn( of ( oUrthoUse I .111 or write us; — we
ail' be glad to call on you.
This is The Onl‘ SlIonumeni 1 u. in Union ( ity

BOX 150

• Steel Desks — 76 Models
• Correct Seating Chairs
• 81r•-Plies — Safes
• Fats Cabinets-8 Orodes

f

• Piling Systems, Supplies

-

-0.ar tiles

(
6.
11
13
-4r
'
..
yolabo."

SHAWAVALKER

James 0. Butts

Enrich Your Life
With Music
Visit Our Complete Music De-

And Let Us Discuss
Music With You For Your Home
WE TEACH Piano, Guitar, Violin, Viola and Can Arrange Lessons On Most Any Instrument.
partment

as special representative in Fulton
and the following territory:
Mayfield, Murray, Kentucky; Sharon, Greenfield.
Milan and Paris, Tennessee

as authorized dealer for the

Mr. Butts will specialize in...the sale of SHAW-WALKER
equipment and systems; Underwood typewriters and adding
machines: Ditto machines and supplies, and all other office
items.

HARVEY CALDWELL CO.

CBS Television

"Drice-In Office Outfitters"
West

TELEPHONE 1100

to our salcs staff

the appointment of

Exult! Radio and
Electric Shop

Come in and see the televisimi that Arthur
Godfrey raves about on TV!

Phone 674
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Great Strides Made In County
With Soil Conservation Work
Ed's Note: The News is
pleased to print herewith
the annual report of the
u I ton County Soil Causerc snort District.)

S. C. S. Technicians trained a fleet a part of the assistance
4 H Club Team in Contour 'Cul- given the District by U. S. Soil
tivation and assisted Vocational Conservation Service personnel.
Agriculture
at
Cayce
High
Contour Farming, 1,639 acres;
School with their Soil Conser- Cover Cropping, 3,179 acres,
vation events. Land judging Stubble Mulching, 3,806 acres;
The Fulton County Soil Con- meetings were held with the F. Strip Cropping, 34 acres; Crop
servation District has completed F. A. Club of Cayce High School. Rotations, 9,210 acres; Pasture
another year of service to the Cooperators entered the Tom Seeding, 4,940 acres; Tree Plantturners of the County. This Wallace Contest and The Save ing, 7 acres; Wildlife Areas, 13
completes the 7th year the and Enrich our Soil contest. acres; Fish Ponds Stocked, 31-;
has operated in the 'three tree planting demonstra- Drainage,
District
100
acres;
Open
County
tions were held with farmers Ditches, 4 3 miles; Ponds ConSupervisors
who and agriculture students.
The Board of
structed. 80; Waterways Develielministered the program were:
Erosion along the public roads oped, 25; Land Clearing, 311
Charles E Wright, Chairman; in the District was discussed acres.
Robert Adams, Sec -Ties ; Clint with local officials of the HighDuring 1955 eighteen farming
Workman, Jamie Wade, and way Department This resulted units became cooperators with
Joe Barnett members.
in having about ten miles of the District. Complete ConserConversation Ser- Highway
U.S. Soil
banks shaped
and vation plans were prepared for
%ice personnel assigned to the seeded. The Board expresses 32 farms. The District now has
District were Charles Meunier, thanks to the Highway Depart- 335 cooperating farms covering
work unit Conservationist, and ment for doing a fine job with over half the land in the county.
Scott DeMyer, CAniservation Aid. this project.
The Board is grateful for the
The District took part in ob- progress made during its sevAs a board serving all the
people of Fulton County in serving Soil Conservation Dis- enth year of operation. We reainatters of soil and water con- trict Week as proclaimed by lize the big task is still before
ervation, we take this oppor- Gov. Lawrence Weatherby and us People in general are not
tunity to report our accomplish- County Judge Homer Roberts concerned about the depletion
ments, problems, and needs A radio program was presented ot our soil and water, our trees,
SuperviSOT s e?ch day during the week.
Board
of
Your
wildlife and minerals It is our
The Board appreciates the legal responsibility to try and
serves without salary and carried on the policy making and space given to news articles and awaken the people to their repoverning of the Fulton County other material by the Fulton sponsibilities. Our job is imposS C. I) The. Board meets each Daily Leader, The Fulton Coun- sible without the active coopemonth to check district progress ty News and the Hickman Cour- rr non of businessmen, civic
ier Newspapers We are also clubs, professional people and
and oeeds
This board attended and took grateful for the time given by private citizens. Our aim is a
part in the State Convention of Radio Station WFUL, Futton, complete conservation farm
soil Conservation District Sup- Kentucky.
plan applied on the land of
One hundred and seventy- every farm in Fulton County.
ervisors held at Kentucky Dam
eight requests for assistance We believe this objective is
illage
The district again co-sponsor- were received from farmers worthy of the support of all
an essay contest on Soil Con- using A. C. P. services. The people, just as it will benefit all
.ervation The Louisville Cow- A. S. C. Committee transfered peopte.
Your Board of Supervisors
ie! - Journal. The Louisville $1,598,00 to the Soil ConservaTime.s and Louisville Radio Sta- tion Service to hire additional welcomes the advice and servtion. W. H A S are the state help All requests were serviced. ices of all those interested in the
The accomplishments of the Conservation of our basic responsors of this contest. Stuassistance sources—Soil and water
at both County High farmers requesting
di
Schools participate in .the con- from the Soil Conservation DisRespectfully submitted.
trict are listed below, and reCharles Wright, Chairman
test

STATE OFFICIAL WELL KNOWN HERE,
SEEKS TOP AMERICAN LEGION POST
rliiiii—
s-ST: Blackburn. Ken- sridles a number of years and
tucky's Director of lersonnel, is past National President of the
a Versailles lawyer and former American Legion Auxiliary
State Commander of the AmerBlackburn was educated in
ican Legion. has won unanimous Versailles public schools, is a
Executive
Comapproval of the
mittee Of the American Legion. graduate of Greenbrier Military
Kentucky, for School. Lewisburg, 'West VirDepartment of
National Commander of the ginia; Centre College and the
Is gion The Nation* Comman- old Jefferson School of Law
de, will be chosen at the next (now the University of LouisNational Convention to be held ville) He is a member of Sigma
In Los Angeles, September 3, Chi fraternity, the Versailles
Methodist Church and Veterans
4. 5.
Blackburn, 43, Director of of Foreign Wars. He is also a
Personnel sinice December 13 past president of the Versailles
in the Chandler administration Kiwanis Club and is Chairman
was State Commander of the of the Democratic Committee of
Legion from 1949 to 1950. and Woodford County.
%ice Chairman of the American
The Executive Committee of
Legislative the Legion is composed of elevNational
Legion
Committee from 1949 to 1952. en District Commanders, three
He served in the Navy during area commanders, the State
World War II from December Commander, all past Command1943 to January 1946 and saw ers and the following five offiservice in the Pacific theater. cers — the Sergeant at Arms.
E:;He was recalled to service in Public Relations OffICC 7,
August 11:050 and served until torian, Service Office'
October 1951 during the Korean .lodge Advocate.
conflict.
VNEGAR
Blackburn, native of WoodToday, viniegar is used chiefford County, is a son of Dr S.
Alford Blackburn, who served ly in salad dressinigs. as a tenseveral terms in the Kentucky derizing agent for meats and for
House of Representatives from pickling and preservinig There
Woodford County His mother, are, however, many additional
vessidile: product can
Mrs. Udth BMwtiingburn was postmisress of Ver- serve you.

FIRST OF SPECIAL
SESSIONS TO DEAL
WITH ROAD PUNS

News

The Fulton News

Thursday February 9, 1956

cal skills which when utilized
by local operators enable consumers to enjoy high standards
excellence.
Attendance at the 1956 Na- of
The
The Pure Milk Co. registrant
tional Gundlach Milk Clinic is W. P. Burnett.
The young woman high school (March 27-29) In Cincinnati
graduate has unlimited oppor- will include representation of
KINDS OF VINEGAR
tunities to train for the job of Pure Milk Co., of Fulton, Ky.
Viinegar was orginally manureserwhich
has
made
already
her choice under the Army's
factured from grapes, possibly
vation for the three-day ses- developing
accident
through
new program aviunioie now to
Here we are again, the "Hello women who are high school sions to be held in Cincinnati.
when wine or grape juice standG. P. Gundlach & Company, ing in a vessel turned sour.
Girls," bringing you our news. graduates between the ages of
We are glad Mary -Frences is 18 to 34 (inclusive) and who Cincinnati consultants to the While vinegar stil is widelly
much better and able to come apply for enlistment in the dairy industry for 37 years is made from grapes, it is today
internationally noted for its country from
apples (cider
Women's Army Corps.
back to work.
pioneering research and intro- vinegar) and from grains. VineFrances
Mrs. Roberts, Mary
Through this program the
ductions of milk, ice cream and gar also is made from oranges„„
and little "Becky" McKnight high school graduate is offered
collateral dairy products form- bananas, dates, raisinis, pears,
shopped in Paducah, Monday.
one of 26 Specialist Schools in ula, ingredients
arid technologi- apricots,
peaches, pineapples,
ligthning interesting career fields from
the
glad
We're
and from sugar, honey and
womBefore
a
choose.
which
to
at
the
anything
damage
didn't
molasses.
Bob McKnight home during the an initially enlists (and provid- tion Program
All
of
these
opportunities
are
preschool's
meets
the
ing
she
week.
last
rzliny spell we had
requisites), her application for offered to a young woman who
It struck something nearby.
School is joins the Women's Army Corps
Several of our girls attended an Army Specialist
Department of for either 3, 4, 5, or 6 years — I. WORKMANSHIP
tea
the all-night Singing at the submitted to the
ap- the length of service is entirely
South Fulton gym Wednesday Army for consideration and
Low Cost
At
up
to
her.
Interested
individuals
proval. Upon acceptance she is
Watches, Clocks and Time
sent a written letter of guaran- cs.n receive details on the adWe extend our deepest sym- tee from Department of Army vantages of an enlistment in the
Pieces of All Hinds Accupathy to Mary Ellen Ashby, assuring her that she will at- Women's Army Corps by conrately Repaired at Low Cost
Sylvia Yates and Wanda Mc- tend her chosen school after tacting the nearest U. S. Army
by—
Clanahan in the passing of their successfully completing the re- Recruiting Station or by writing
ANDREWS
Stallins.
Also
uncle, Mr. Arch
quired eight weeks of basic to U. S. Army Recruiting Stato Betty Burcham, whose father- training at the Women's Army tion,
432
Federal
Building,
Jewelry Company
in-law, Mr. Jack Burcham of Corps Center, Fort McClellan, Louisville, Kentucky.
Clinton, died last week. Betty is Alabama.
one at our operators on leave.
Among the many other adWe're goulg to miss Betty
Harper in °tar office very much. vantages and benefits which
Betty is going to Detroit to join will be hers with a satisfying
her husband. Several of our career in the Women's Army
BURROW, CANNON and BURROW
girls presented Betty with gifts Corps are: free medical and
and a farewell banquet at the dental care. .. .$10,000 insurance
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
Derby Cafe last Thursday eve- at no cost to her.. . .30 days vacation
with
full
par.
.
.generous
In
Paschall
St.
Phone 81, Fulton, Ky.
ning. Those attending were the
honoree, Betty Harper, Hazel retirement opportunities after
WE HAVE ALL TYPES OF
Clark, Eunice Seath, Wanda 20 years' service. . . :travel. . . .
McClanahan, Helen Allen, Bob- every opportunity for advancement
and
promotions.
.
.educatoe Brown, Helen Campbell,
Automobile — Fire — Liability — Polio —
Joyce McDade, Carolyn Mann, tion at high school and college
Marine and Workman's Compensation
level
through
the
Army EducaDorothy
Young, Marion Lee
Insurance
Oliver, Joan and June McKinney Joyce and Marion Lee pre- after she gets over them
LONG-TERM FARM LOANS
See you next week.
sented her with gifts
Some of our girls attended the
Carma Jackson
AT LOW INTEREST RATES
Stanley Party Bobbie Brown
gave Friday night
JOIN OUR
Large selection of Real Estate at all times—both
Doris Winfrey has promised
city and farm property We assist GI's in their
to take us all for a ride in her
"TINY BOND"
lovely new Chevrolet. We don't
loans
SAVING
PLAN
want to miss it either.
-at No Cost to You!
Janie Barber visited with Mr.
Chas. T. Cannon
Col. Chas. W. Burrow
and Mrs. Cecil Barber • • this
Save While You Spend At
Miss Glenda Roue, flec'y.
M. N. Burrow
week-end.
We want Sara Ross' to be
CITY DRUG CO.
more- careful on the bridges
408 LAKE STREET
near her home at Ruthville.
Some of them seem to fall in

First of four scheduled special
legislative sessions to be called
by Governor A B. Chandler
following adjournment of the
regular session will deal with
the topic of highway building
and improvement. the Governor's office disclosed.
During his campaign for office last year, Governor Chandler
promised
he
would
be
known as the "road buildingest
Governor you ever had." He
also promised that if a bond issue were necessary for modernization of Kentucky's highway
system. he would have no hesiLncy in submitting that issue to
the people, and seeking their
approval of it.
Second of the sessions will
deal with the proposed governmental reorganization of a number of agencies, to be followed
Icy a third on the state budgetary requirements and the fourth
v..111 be to provide adequate
means of financing the program.

LET'S
sAKOTON

"JOB OF CHOICE"
GIVEN IN WOMEN'S
ARMY SERVICES

From

Burnette To Attend
Milk Clinic In March

TELEPHONE FOLKS

In the low-prieefield
Ford's Thunderbird V-8 engine
(in Fairlane and Station Wagon models)
is the biggest, most powerful "8" in
the low-price field at no extra cost!

MostPower
LowestPrice
LargestSeller

In just about every model, the '56 Ford,
equipped as more and more people want it,
is the lowest-priced* car built in America!
Performance has made Ford's V-8
the largest-selling "8" in the world.
Latest figures show more people bought
Ford V-8's in 1955 than the two other
low-priced eights combined!
*Bard on comparison a/ niggeskselIi
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EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
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Come in for a Test Drive TODAY!

Get the most "GO" for the least Dough during our

FEBRUARY SALES
.JUBILEE
•

J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
Mayfield Highway

Fulton

Phone 42

WE RENT 'RN: Hospital Beds,
Rollaway beds and vacuum
cleaners. When extra comA WHOPPING Big $40.00 Ice
pany comes call Wade.
your old washer regardless o
"Trade With Wade and Save"
age or condition on a :956
Wade Furniture Co, Fulton,
stainless steel tub, Speed
Kentucky.. ,
Queen. The best trades are al
ways at Wades.
'Trade With Wade and Save'
Wade Furniture Co., Fulton
To all Persons between the
Kentucky.

Explorer Scouts To
Have Birthday Ball
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Long Terms-

ALL HINDS OF KEYS made
-Easy Payments
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
CASH FOR Mississippi bottom
ATKINS, HOLMAN
farm; bargain only P. 0. Box
ages of one day and 80 Yr.:
511, Sioux City, Iowa.
HOUSE TRAILERS, Also campneed of the best in hosAND FIELDS
WANTED TO BUY: Clean coting and fishing trailers. Terms If in
ton rags, no wool or rayon
if desired. U-Haul-It trailers. pitalization or income proand remove all
please
Modern Tourist Court, Union tection see your SECURED
—Insurance---buttons, zippers. Bring them
INSURANCE AGENT.
City, Phone NM.
to the Fulton News office.
maPhone
208 Main St.
WANTED TO BUY: Steam- FOR RENT: Floor sanding
floor polishelectric
and
chine
i
H. C. Sams, Jr.
-OK
pump.
driven boiler feed
vacuum cleanLaundry, -Phone 130, Fulton, 1 er and electric
Phone 1223-M-2
1 ers. Exchange Furniture Co
Kentucky.
Phone 35 Church Street.
TYPEWRITER
NEW
A
RENT
Keep your eyes on
R. E. Hyland
or Adding Machine. Rental NOW YOU CAN Drive in Park
Harvey
purchase.
supplies
and Buy your office
applies on
Home 1185
Our 0 K.
Caldwell Co., Drive-In Office
and equipment. Harvey CaldOutfitters, Corner Walnut &
well Co., DrivesIn Office OutPaul Cates
Used Car Lot for
Plain Streets. Phone 674.
fitters, New Location, corner
Streets.
Plain
&
Walnut
would
who
Phone 153
,
Farmers
Wanted:
bargains.
like to make extra money I Phone VC
as Usr - Salesmen for Fam- WELLS DRILLED for industry P. S. Goldbrickers: Do Not
ous Silver Shield Steel Silos,
and homes. Modern equipEARLE and TAYLOR
Apply.
Buckeye Steel Grain Bins
ment, experienced workmen.
your
and Corn Cribbs in
Write or "all Watson Co.,
SURE INSURANCE
'Thevrolet Company
county. Write for details to I Phone 261, Fulton. Ky.
Huxsoll & Thuermer, Aurora,
AT
Ind. (Distributors for Clayton SEE WADES grouping of solid
LOW COST
and Lambert Mfg. Co., LouisEarly
Rock
Maple
hard.
vile, Ky.)
Americail living room furniture this week. Wade's WinWHY PAY MORE?
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
dow. Budget priced for FulWIN A PRIZE!
and automatic models. $129.95
ton Homemakers.
and up. Sales and service.
'Trade With Wade and Save"
Wick Smith Aaencv
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
Guess the weight (at 8
Wade Furniture Co, Fulton,
456 Lake Street
Kentucky.
Don't Neglect Slipping
wks) of the 25 chicks now
—Phones 62 Or 1'60W—
CAPEHART TV offers you the
salesDifference " Polaroid LAST CALL: This is the last on display at our
"Big
Do false teeth drop. slip or wObakk
week to register for the big
picture filter system and supThey are now one
when you talk, eat, laugh or snalle?
Whirlpool Washer Wade's are room.
er-comet chassis. See these
Don't be annoyed and embarrasied
to
jingles
an
No
giving away
by such handicaps PASTE:1MM
and -live other big Capehart
Week old.
alkaline (non-acid) powder to eprtawrite, nothing to buy Just
features in the Capehart TV
kle on your plates, keeps false testa
come in and register
more firmly set Gives confident feel.
for 1958 at City Electric ComMg of security and added cornice%
-Trade With Wade and Save"
pany, Fulton. Sales and servNo gummy, gooey, pasty taste or Iola.
Wade Furniture Co, Fulton,
ice. J. M. Martin and Hugh
lug Get FASTRETU today at •111
FOR SALE
drug counter
Rushton.
Kentucky

On Saturday evening, Feb. 11.
tt.e Explorer Scouts of the Four
Rivers Scout Council,. will celebrate Scout Week at a Birthday
Ball held in the Ballr6om of the
Hotel Irvin S. Cobb in Paducah.
The semi-formal affair will
take place from 8 to 11 p. m.

Exploring is the older boy pro- I be the presentation of each Explorer Unit's Queen of the Ball.
gram of Scouting for boys 14 Flowers will be presented to
Social
over.
years of age and
each Queen.
activities is one of the four maOther features planned for
I
profor parts of the Exploring
the Explorers and their dates
gram. This is the first such ball are
refreshments, souvenir proto be held in this area. The other grams and the traditional Grand
parts of Exploring deals with
Outdoor. Vocational and Serv- .March.
ice activities.
Highlights of the evening willSupport the Heart Fund
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CARLOAD of TIRES
SPECIAL PR -LLiiiiSON PRICES!
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You'll buy
puncture-sealing
Tubeless ... the

13. F. Goodrich LIFE-SAVER

TRADE NOW and SAVE
Big trade-in allowance for your tire's unused
mileage.

FALSE TEETH

Tel
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BROILER TYPE
LAYING STRAIN
That WADE'S Gives

YOU

Cockerels, straight run or

MORE FORYOUR DOLLAR
IT" A FAMOUS SPEED QUEEN
••
STAINLESS
STEEL TUB
••
SUPER - DUTY
ALUMINUM
WRINGER
••
AUTOMATIC
TIMER
••
WASHES
7 LOADS
PER HOUR
••
WADE'S ARE TRADING WILD•
Regular $179.95

Regardless of Age or Condition

112 LAKE STREET

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 103

sin

pullets.

FULTON CO-OPERATIVE
S. Fulton
Central Ave.
Phone 399

LOW AS
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her

7.60-15

SIZE 6.70-15 plus tax and your
recappable tire
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PUTS A TIRE
ON YOUR CAR

NSW WIDS.CUTTINO 21-INCH
artin-Senaur l'AINTS.

AND SUPER
REM-TONE

SPECIAL

Motorola
T
No Money Down
24 Months to Pay

PRICE!

• Cuts 1" to 3"
• Cuts close to shrubs
trees, walls, walks

Phone 35

the

SEASON

• Automatic transmission

Exchange Furn. Co.
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SUPER KEM-TONE is the Nation's choice for washable interior finishes. We have a complete stock for you; all colors,
all sizes.
207 (Thureh St
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3 speeds — creeping
speed — 2 walking
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HOME DEMONSTRATION
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B. F. Goodrich New Treads

Black & White Store
Union City, Tenn.
- CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our heartfelt thanks and appreciation for
the acts of kindness, messages
of sympathy and beautiful floral offerings received from our
kind friends and neighbors during the recent loss of our behusband,
and
father
loved
Archie B. Stallins. We especially want to thank the friends
and neighbors who sang in the
choir, the ministers, the American Legion and Whitnel Funeral Home for their many acts of
kindness.
May God bless each and
cry one.
Tho A rchiv B Stallins family

/clearing Aid Batteries

$40.00 FOR YOUR OLD WASHER
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CHICKENS

Complete Line
For all wakes of hearing aids!
Visit our Bearing' Aid Depart
ment at your first opportunity

and your old
recappable tire
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BF.Goodrich

DRY CHARGE

Battery

NOW GUARANTEED
AT NO INCREASE IN PRICES
FOR
UP TO
$5•00
ALLOWANCI
FON YOUR OLD

4 YEARS

wises

6 and 12 VOLTS

See Us Today For The Best peal In Town

CITY DRUG CO.
108 Lake Street

Phone 70

taiRDON NAMED
named
Chandler
Governor
'ames F. Gordon, Madisonville,
to the Chairmanship of the Public Service Commission for a
four-yet' term beginning Jan.
2 He succeeded Robert At Coleman, Bowling Green, whose
term expired. Gordon, member
of the State Board of Bar Commissioners, who has frequently
:erved as Special Circuit Judge,
was Speakers' Bureau Chairman of the Chandler primary
and general election drive.

Charlie Scates Store
315 LINDELL
MARTIN, TENN.
PHONE 404

216 CHURCH STREET
FULTON, kY.
PHONE 389

B.F.Goodrieh
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